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I. CALL TO ORDER
II. ROLL CALL

Street Address:
590 S. Marine Corps Drive
Suite 733 ITC Building
Tamuning, GU 96913

Mailing Address:

P.O. Box 2950
Hagátha, GU 96932

Websile:
http:/JdIm.guam.ov

E-mail Address:
dlmdir@land.guam.gov

Telephone:
(671) 473-5263/7 or
(671) 649-LAND (5263)
ext. 435

Facsimile:
671 -649-5383

III. Approval of Minutes
A. Minutes April 13, 2016
B. Minutes May 11, 2016
IV. OLD BUSINESS
A. GALC Rules and Regulations
B. GALC DPHSS WIC MOU disapproval.
V. NEW BUSINESS
A. Bryan Hal David Duenas-License of one acre in the former occupied
area of Balli Steel
VI. ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS
A. Eric Wessling-Investment of the Land Bank Funds
VII.

PUBLIC COMMENTS

VIII.

DIRECTOR’S REPORT

IX. ADJOURNMENT
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In compliance with Public Law 24-109,
Guam Ancestral Lands Commission
Published the

Public Meeting Announcement
For

Wednesday, June 22, 2016
in the

Guam Daily Post on June 15 and June 20, of 2016

Attached are photo copies of the published GALC Meeting Notices

ITC Building. Dept. of Land Management Office, 3 floor, West Wing P.O. Box 2950, Hagâtna. Guahan 96932
Tel: (671) 649-5263 ext. 432/4351 Fax: (671) 649-5383
Website: hltp://dI m.guamaa,v
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UNHCR cuts 2016 estimate
for refugee arrivals
in Europe via Greece
GESEVA (Reuters) The U-N- refu
flee agency said on Monday t expects
—

248.000
‘a

-

refugees and migrarto to

arrive in Europe via the Eastern Med,
terranean this year, far lower than the
“up tol million’ it foresaw atthe start
of the year.
The figure is madeup ofthe 156,000
who have already arrived and another
92.000 who may arrive on the Turkey
to Greece route by the end of the
year, UNHCR said, in an update of a
regional refugee plan first issued in
January.
The flow of migrants via Greece
effectively dried up after a string
of border closures in the Balkans in
February and then a deal in March

between the European Union and
Turkey to halt migration to Greece.
‘me response strategy recog
nises that while legal and physical
restrictions have been put in place at
borders along the former route, the
motivation of refugees and migrants
to reach further into Europe will not
abate,’ it said.
“There are therefore considerable
risks that people remaining in coun
tries along the previous route may
approach smuggling networks to
facilitate their onward travel, further
exposing them to human rights viola
tions and exploitation,’ said the plan,
which set out UNHCR’s strategy and
a $610 million budget.
...
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OFFICE OF THE AHORNEY GENERAL.
590 S. Marine Corps Dr. Ste. 706
Tamuning, GU 96913

NOTICE OF BOARD MEETiNG

PUBLIC NOTICE
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IMPROVING our AIRPORT
& ENHANCING GUAMts
BUSINESS Investment Potential

NOTARY EXAMINATION
The Oif.te 01 the Attorney General of Gears all be cottcIkig Notary Enmbeatous on
the fosowln dates and tmex.
• Moifay, Jdy 11.2016.9 am.
• Mond4kIgilst 08.2016, 9a.m.
• Mortay Sepenter 12,2016.9 am.

• Monday. &tber 10. 2016, 9am.
• Mandayi Itvwtberla, 2016, 9a.m.
• Manoaj,Detenteu 12,2615,9 am.
Pursuant to S 604 33201 et seq., upplicants must pass the written examinatton before

INVITATION FOR BID
PURCHASE! DELIVERY OF STANCHION
BARRIERS --t”

being commissioned as a notary, among other requirements. For more tofonnabun ur to
arrange ADA accommodations, please contact Jay Fejeran of the Notary Unit at
475-3324 eatenslonu 3770 or 5030.

Is! JACQUELINE?. CRUZ
Chief of Staff

IFO NO:

GIAA-005-FY16
SUBMISSION 2:00 pm -June 28, 2016
DEADLINE: GIAA Euecutive Office
PRE BID MEETING: 10:00 am june 21, 2015
The Antonio B. Won Pat int’l. Airport AuthorIty. Guam (GaAA will receive sealed
bids for project listed above. Bid documents may be obtained between B:O0 am 5:00
-

4fr

GUAM HOUSING CORPORATION
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pm Monday through Friday, excluding holidays from Ohs 3rd floor M Eaecutlve office,
Main Terminal and are aiao available for download at vwna.auamairpofl.com. All bids
rnuas be accompanied by a bid security in the amoco 0 of t5% of the total bid pric In the
form of a bid bond, or cerslfled/caahl er’s checks made payable to the GIAA. A non
refu9abte fee of Twenty Five U.S. Dollar, (525.001 will be charged for each printed
packet or Ten u.s. Dollars (530.00) for an electronic pdf rle on cd, payable 00 615,4 in
cad, or cenitied/casfnlefl check. The GoMrecontrwodt that all prospecstae bidders,
register contact Infoesnadon with GIM by submlttlrg the Acknowledgment of Receipt
Form Included be the bat packet and by wthingto the 6,ecut’we Manager or byalaiting
the G!AA Admirittration Office. OIAA shall not be liable for failure to prov’de noticefti
to any b:dder who did not registar contact informat:on. The GtM will affirmatively
Insure small folaadvantaged) emltwoa Concerns will be afforded fua consideration be
contract awarding. 61,4,4 also reserves the right to reject any and aS bids ard to waive
any and all Inloronabsiss. and to disregard aif ron -conforming or conditional bide, roe
add;tional information, contact the GtM Procurement Office at (670) 646-0300-02
during the hoaro ttated abaoe.
U5,tt H ACA e
poles em kfw’mto
enananar

er.arex ens m,oon Au mnsssw.ar stAnA,

ocru,,e.as.-aua-w.
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INVITATION FOR BID
BID NO. GHC 001 -16
FOR: FIRE AND EARTHQUAKE WITh ENEjAL UIAWLflV INSURANCi
Opeirk,9 Thai. & Daa: 2d pm, Waöw,daj, S,ase 29,2916
Mn 5th floor, ITO Ruling, Tmmanhag Guam, GEMS conference room
lntnalad paity may purchase rid padoed hans Guam Housing Capentb, main office
aaledon St. Sthor,SIa,590.fTCbldgSatwfrç.Guarnfrom BWanto4:00 p.m.
Ucratey ifita Friday (eschidetg hdaysl. A onel- refutable fee of $10.00 tell be
nseWd No cash sefi be naff.ad. please voile checks payable to Guam Naming
Corporaben.
For one lofnton, please conat Mmmbkstb, Divofot Office at 647-4143 ext
146 or e-rndl caasa,drasantot@gec.guarn.pov
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! Zib infections in Puerto Rico increasing steadily
!- Some 1,726 people have
been infected with
Zika, up from 1,501
infections a week ao
CHICAGO (Reuters)

Zika Infections in Puerto Rico appear to be
increasingrapidly top US health offi
cials said on Friday, raising concerns
for dozens If not hundreds of cases of
microcephaly.
PuertoRicanhealthofficialsonFriday
reported that 1,726 people in the U.S.
commonwealth have been infected
with Zib, includ;ng a total of 191 preg’
nant women. That is up from a total of
—

1,501 total infections andlS2 infections

In pregnant women a week ago.
The numbers reflect the total
number °f confirmed Zika cases since
the start of the outbreak late last year
a number that reflects largely symptomatic cases of Zika.
In blood donations, too
In new data released by the U.S.
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention on Friday, health officials
have also seen a sharp rise in the
frequency in which Zika is detected In
blood donations.
The numbem are based on the use
of a test from Swiss drugmaker Roche
Holding AG in use since April 3 to
screen blood donationsforZika.

NOTICE OF GOVERNMENT MEETING
The Contractors License Board regular board meebng will be
on Wednesday June 22

‘

2016

at 5:30pm at the

held

Contractor’s

License Board conference room, located at 542 North Marine Corps
Drive in UnnerTumon
rr
For any Special accommodatIons, please contact at 649—2211/9676

prevalence of Zika in blood donations

likely reflect, increases in the population at large.
Up to 2% of population

‘1

‘j

.

Infected each month

A

TheZikavirusonlyremainspresentin

..—

.-,

.

,

the blood for about a week after aymp
‘‘

.;a

&f,, fumigating a nalghbotheod in san
Juon.Th ttoa Jon. a7fiiephoto. Peeifen
“This is a test that measures actual
Zika virusin theblood.lt’shighly sensi’
tive and higNyspecific7 CDC D;rector
Dr. Thomas Frieden told reporters in a
conference call on Friday.
As of April 3,68 out of 12,777 blood
donations have tested pooitivefocZika.
and the proportion of positive tests
“has steadily increased,” Rieden said.
Testing in the most recent weelo
ended June 11 showed 11 percent of

tons appear, and diagnostic tests also
look for signs ofpast infections. Frieden
said enatyiing Zika in blood donations
provides a snapshot of current infec
tions in the population at any given
time, including asymptomatic cases.
Based on the findings, he estimates
that as many as 2 percent of the popu’
lationisir,fectedwthZikaeachmonth.
The estimate suggests that over
time,thereisasubstantiatlyhigherrisk
that a pregnant woman would become
infected with Zoka, putting her fetus at
risk of birth defects.
That also means that in the coming
months, ‘its possible that thousands
of pregnant women in Puerto Rico

donated blood was infected with Zika,— could be infected in with Zika,” Frieden

the highest proportion seen yet in
Puerto Rico, Frieden said,
Although the blood donor population isnot representativecfthe general
population, Friedensaidthe increasing

said, leadingto dczens or hundreds of
infants being born with miuocephay
in the coming year.

‘me bottom line is we’re seeing a
steady increase,” Frieden said.
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Notice of Regular Meeting of the Board of

of the

Trustees

GUAHAN ACADEMY CHARTER SCHOOL
Notice is hereby given

cr be we Oeomirfl 3aioree,iaarc, at Be of heruw. Meal Lore ia-del

that the

Regular Meeting of

the

Board

of Trustees is being called as follows:

Date: Tuesday—June 21, 2016
Time: 6:15 RM.
Place: GACS Board Administration Office
Suite 10, Castle Mall Mangilao, Guam

.

Individuals requiring special aöcommodations or services
should submit their request to the Board Liaison at 483-3044
or info.qacsbot@pmail.com
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Gonmnnent of Gwen

DEPRTIIENT OF PUBliC HEALTh AND SOCIAL SERVICES
oiPRUaovMe%’IONslSiAT

NOTICE OF INTENT AND PUBLIC

MEETING

The Guam Special Supplemental Nutrition Piogram for Women, Infants, and children
çivtc. under the Department at Public Hearth and Snoial Services has tiled appscatlons
with the USDA Rural Development tar tirancial assLstarce tnrthe following projects,
• Computer equipment tablets);
• New vehicle to address transportation needs;

A public meeting tor commeoth will be held at the riyan conference Room, Guam wic
Admlnisfrative Office, 15.6100 MarioerAvenue,Tiyan. Guam Intat to the Environmental

Protection Agency )EPP building) from 9am’ 5pm, Monday, Jine 20, 2016 to discuss
the proposed proleche and

tD

provide the opportunity tor public comment,

is!

Is/FE VALENCIA-OVALLES

JAMES IV. GILLAN

Chairwoman, Board of Trustees

Department of Pubhc Health and social Serricat,

Director

_‘.
,
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(Guahan Ancestral Lands Commission)
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Governor

MICHAEL J.B. BORJA
Direclor

RAY TENORIO
Lieulenanl Governor

DAVID V. CAMACHO
Depuly Direclor

GALC COMMISSION MEETING MINUTES
Department of Land Management Conference Room
3rd
Floor, ITC Building, Tamuning
Wednesday, April 13, 2016 I 2:08pm to 5:06pm
I. CALL TO ORDER
Meeting was called to order at 2:08pm by Chairwoman Anita F. Orlino
II. ROLL CALL
Present were Chairwoman Anita F. Orlino, Vice-Chairman Ronald T. Laguana
Secretary Maria Cruz, Commissioner Ronald F. Eclavea, Commissioner Anthony
J.P. Ada, Commissioner Antonio Sablan, Commissioner Louisa Wessling-Absent,
Director Michael Borja, Legal Counsel Kristan Finney, Karen Charfauros, Land
Agent.

Chairperson Orlino: In Compliance with public law 24-109, Guam Ancestral
Lands Commission published the public meeting announcement on Wednesday,
April 6, 2016 and Monday, April 11, 2016 in the Guam Daily Post.
NPPROVAL OF MINUTES
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea moved to approve the minutes of February 24,
2016 subject to any corrections Commissioner Ronald Eclavea seconded the
motion.

A. Northern Market Lease
Director Michael Borja: As you recall the Northern Market Lease were granted a
waiver on their rental while they were getting clearances most especially with
Historic Preservation over the determination over the Navy’s concrete pad historical
value, they have gone through this entire process and it took a little bit longer than
that as you see here in the collections they have a few months in which they have
not paid and they are also asking to be waived up until
Mr. Dong Choe: What they are looking for is this four foot by four foot structure that
happens to be more than fifty years old that needs to get clearance from SHIPO
DPR so they can start the construction and they are waiting for that clearance. Mr.
Carlos Camacho asked for an extension just until they can get the clearance I am
not sure how fast SHIPO will wait on this.

Chairperson Anita Orlino: So that is the only delay it is not through fault of their own?
Mr. Dong Choe: Prior to that it was a signature that was required by the Governor for the HUD
clearance, the federal grant money.
Director Michael Borja: There is something with the Department of Agriculture and that was
cleared too. So there were all these regulatory requirements but this one with the Historic
Preservation is this pre-existing structure.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: So with regard to the extension that we gave, that lapsed when?
Mr. Dong Choe: The third extension ended on December 31, 2015. We sent out the first invoice
January 1, February, March and April. I got in contact with Mr. Carlos Camacho and he said he
spoke to the Deputy Director.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: But he didn’t make any payments right?
Mr. Dong Choe: No.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: So he is asking us to approve an extension starting from when?
Mr. Dong Choe: For six months starting from January but of course it is up to the Commission.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: And it is just that one SHIPO issue everything else is cleared.
Mr. Dong Choe: Yes that is what was told to us.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: And you verified that right?
Mr. Dong Choe: Yes I spoke to him in person.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: The fact about SHIPO.
Mr. Dong Choe: Yes, yes. That is the known fact.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: I have no issue with it.
Commissioner Ronald Laguaña: I don’t either.
Chairperson Anita Orlino: Just until June?
Mr. Dong Choe: Yes, unless they get approval before.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: And you are fine with it too?
Mr. Dong Choe: Yes, of course.
Director Michael Borja: So probably until June 30 unless he gets it earlier.
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Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Do we have to make a motion?
Director Michael Borja: I would prefer that.
Mr. Dong Choe: What technically should happen is Mr. Camacho should submit a formal letter
making the request.
Commissioner Ronald Laguafla: yes, I suggest that in black and white yeah.
Director Michael Borja: Or put a motion pending the letter because I will probably be for another
month.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: I will make the motion then, pending the request from Carlos
Camacho of Northern Market to GEDA for the extension for their lease agreement until June 30th
or earlier.
Chairperson Anita Orlino: Okay, so the motion is to go ahead and approve the six months
pending the letter of request from Mr. Camacho to GEDA then to us for approval so as soon as
the Director receives that we have a green light.
Commissioner Ronald Laguaña: I will second that motion.
Chairperson Anita Orlino: The motion has been seconded by Commissioner Ronald Laguana;
we will go ahead and vote. Commissioner Sablan?
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I am abstaining because I don’t know anything about this.
Chairperson Anita Orlino: It is an on-going thing.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: It’s an on-going thing, if somebody wants to extend a lease on
my property and four months later and you haven’t delivered a letter you pay up buddy.
Chairperson Anita Orlino: Commissioner Laguaña?
Commissioner Ronald Laguaña: Approved
Chairperson Anita Orlino: Commissioner Cruz?
Secretary Maria Cruz: Approved.
Chairperson Anita Orlino: Commissioner Eclavea?
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Approved.
Chairperson Anita Orlino: I approve to pending the letter from Carlos Camacho.
Director Michael Borja: The four votes out of seven (inaudible).
Commissioner Ronald Laguaña

Is majority.

3IPage

Director Michael Borja: You have to have a majority of the seven.

I

flveMte

Chairperson Anita Orlino: So that motion passed. We are going to go ahead and move up the
GEDA management services report and we have that before us. Are we on number five?
Chairperson Anita Orlino: We are just moving up the GEDA report because they are there
already. So we will go ahead and continue with the GEDA management report.
Mr. Dong Choe: Hafa adai, if you just look at the progress report of April 13, 2016 our first item is
Apra Harbor Parcel No. 1 (Commissary Junction) which is currently being leased by KwikSPACE
you are looking at an annual increase of 1% starting May 1st it equals up too $3,371.16 currently
we are working with land management, Mr. Joseph Cruz, regarding the audit issue, and I have
submitted a comprehensive from 2008 until present invoice and collection report and he is
suppose to be de-conflicting that and when that is done we should be presenting a sanitized
number to the Commission. We don’t want to present our numbers and it conflicts with land
management, we want to de-conflict it and sanitize it and then present it to the Commission.
Apra Harbor Reservation F-12. Currently Matson has arrears of$124,021.00 this amount is
cumulative of five months so they haven’t paid March or April this year from GEDA standpoint I
really don’t want to hold that against them because we have been going through our audit and we
have a change over team and our invoices have been going out a little later than expected. So
the two month I already got in contact with them and they are already processing and making
those payments soon. The other three payments they missed were for November 2014, April
2015, and September 2015. I got in contact with the accountant yesterday and they will be
invoicing those through. I also submitted that report to land management to de-conflict so we can
present a sanitized number after the de-confliction is done I didn’t want to give bad numbers to
you today so I am just waiting for land management’s accountant to de-conflict our numbers but it
is a total of five months they missed.
For the portion of F-12 Parcel N14-1 we prepared an RFP for the entire parcel it’s presented to
you it is the large copy what we are proposing we do is lease the entire property out. Just earlier
this week, late last week, we got an interest in just the Balli Steel piece and they are proposing
that they clean the site they will renovate it. What they are looking for is a three, four, five year
license possible they are not looking for anything longer than five years so we are waiting for
feedback from that investor. The guidance we need from the Commission is if they are interested
in just the Balli Steel piece would the Commission be fine if GEDA separated that piece from N14
and we lease that out separately and we will RFP out the other pieces Knik and Brand Inc.
currently the REP was for the entire piece.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Well if GEDA feels that is in our best interest to do that.
Mr. Dong Choe: I think it would be good because the condition Balli Steel left it was poor and if
someone is willing to come and clean it up well thank you very much.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: And so they will clean it up?
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Mr. Dong Choe: They would have too I cannot imagine operating at the site without cleaning it
up first.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Why don’t you get back to us once they confirm they want this.
Mr. Dong Choe: We just wanted the interest of the Commission if they wanted this as a whole or
if they were fine with us breaking that piece.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: it depends if you think it is in our best interest.
Mr. Dong Choe: With the Balli Steel and Brand INC we are still waiting on the Commission to
see if we are going to write off that debt. I submitted the emails from Rev & Tax to land
management, and also to the Director and Deputy Director the emails state Rev & Tax does not
have any active business license, there is not a business on Guam and there is no way for us to
collect the arrears the contacts that we have they don’t work.
Chairperson Anita Orlino: Are you looking under the Balli Steel name or the management
involved in another did you
Mr. Dong Choe: The point of contact name that we had was name, address, mailing address and
cell phone number and office number. We have been trying those numbers and when we did not
get a hold of them we went to Rev & Tax if these companies had any active business licenses we
could go through them to try and collect but both companies do not have active business
licenses.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Have you checked if these companies have any assets on
Guam? They might not be licensed but they may have a million dollar piece of property
someplace else.
Mr. Dong Choe: The last time we came to the Commission they decided that they would decide
to write off the debt or not. If the Commission would like to invest in the collection effort that is up
to the Commission we are limited so far in our collection effort we are expending all our resources
to try and collect and we may not be able to figure out what they own on Guam. Currently they
have no business address, no point of contact
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Has GEDA checked with land management if they owned any
property?
Mr. Dong Choe: With land management?
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Yeah.
Mr. Dong Choe: We just went through Rev& Tax to see if there was a point of contact.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: It doesn’t make sense to me that we are paying you a huge
amount in commission and when people don’t pay you I am hearing Oh! I made this phone call
and that is the extent of what your effort has been at least that is what I am hearing, I am new and
I don’t know the extent of the background.
Mr. Dong Choe: Not a problem sir I am new to the table too.
5 P a g e

Commissioner Antonio Sablan: It rubs me wrongly to hear that you have done minimal to
collect a huge amount of money is that too much effort for GEDA to come down to land
management and see if there is any piece of property under these companies name.
Mr. Dong Choe: From my historic understanding of Balli Steel all their properties have already
stopped the one in the northern side, Polaris point, they all stopped.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: They are an investing company and why wouldn’t they invest in
another piece of property.
Mr. Dong Choe: Good question sir we can find out if that is the Commission’s desire. We are
just waiting on the Commission because the last Commission meeting whether to write of the
debt or not but we can look into it further.
Attorney David Highsmith: It never hurts to check land management, I mean if they owe this
kind of money why not sue them for the money.
Mr. Dong Choe: From my understanding Balli Steel and Brand Inc don’t exist.
Attorney David Highsmith: It might exist in a different form or something. We are positive they
have absolutely no presence here?
Mr. Dong Choe: Attorney Finney has an email in July from Rev/Tax stating they have no active
business here.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: There is no harm in checking but in my opinion these guys played
it smart they formed a corporation to limit their liability but I think the Commissioner has a good
point to just verify with land management if they do have any real estate under their names. But
you guys were asking of the possibility of writing it off.
Mr. Dong Choe: That was brought up by the Commission.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Oh! Somebody brought it up.
Mr. Dong Choe: We report on Brand Inc and Balli Steel and it was brought up by the
Commission.
Attorney David Highsmith: Do we know the principle shareholders?
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Oh yes we know.
Attorney David Highsmith: Are they living on Guam?
we know the people from
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: I know they had a big financial
Balli Steel. He came in a couple of times remember? Pleading. He had some medical issues with
his wife and then himself that is why we should make this the template for the do’s and the don’ts
for what we did in the past because we kept giving them extensions, that’s a learning process for
us because we gave them the extensions and now we are almost up to$50,000 dollars in a debt
that they owe, we should make that a big learning process for us here.
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Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Not only are there properties under them but since they are
heavy equipment people, trucks, bulldozers.
Mr. Dong Choe: I have been to the site and pretty much everything was cleared out.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I am talking about an 18 rigger truck that they may be using
someplace else? And is it still registered under their name? And is it worth more than they owe
us?
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: I remember, this was before your time, there was an issue under
the corporation, his son, and it was transferred to his son, we had this discussion, is it under you,
who is it under? We had some difficulty because first he said it was under the nephew and then
the son, we were going through it with Mike Cruz and Larry. So when he came in himself we
thought he was the actual shareholder then he was saying it was an acquaintance or his son or
something there was a whole bunch of misinformation going around
Commissioner Anthony Ada: You talking about Balli Steel?
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: You remember anything about them, Tony brought up about
automotive equipment or if they had land.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: They had one and that was the big crane with the claws you
guys can count it as collateral but when we asked about back then it pretty much turned to junk
but ask Mike Cruz. Because we also asked about collateral and the cleaning of the place. I think
what was happening when they were cleaning up the place for the village clean up, they were
allowed to through floor fans, baby car seat, everything inside the car all they wanted was the
scrap metal and when they got down there they created another pile of junk and we saw that
early on and we did a Google earth and saw all their junk that they cannot send of it was
encroaching over to their original footprint they should have refused to take the cars until they
clean up the car. Is that still there you said you walked through the place.
Mr. Dong Choe: I walked through the Knik property, Balli Steel property...
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Is it cleaned up?
Mr. Dong Choe: No. The Balli steel property there is overgrowth there are a couple of containers
in front of the gate, there is a concrete structure on the back, there is a lot of gestational
overgrowth, it will require some clean up.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: I went to a different meeting at the Bank of Guam at the
intersection of McDonald’s, the dry cleaners going up to Cost-u-Less.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Harmon Loop.
Mr. Dong Choe: Yes, yes.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: You go into the Bank of Guam, go to the third floor, there is a
glass door and it still had the Balli Steel logo, if they are no more, then how come they don’t scrap
that thing off.
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Chairperson Orlino: Tony was there any sign of activity when you were there?
Commissioner Anthony Ada: I didn’t notice but you open the door to go into a meeting and it is
right there, you guys should go and take a look at it.
Mr. Dong Choe: What we did was we went to Rev & Tax to see if these companies had any
active business licenses Rev/Tax responded that Balli Steel did not have active business
licenses.

Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Just to let you know I am a retiree of Rev/Tax, Chief criminal
investigation and guess what? There are many people on Guam that are doing business without
business registration/license so mind you business license doesn’t tell you anything. The other
thing I would really like you to do other than real property and vehicle registration such as trucks,
cranes, bull dozers, I would like for you guys because I do this for my own business if I am
doing business with a corporation I am totally aware is that a corporation has a limited liability.
And if I am dedicating a huge amount of resources this corporation that I am signing with I need
to know the shareholders are, the person in charge, the majority stockholder to be personally
liable also to sign on that contract because I see the mode of operation with you guys, I could
owe you a couple hundred thousand dollars and fold my corporation and I would walk away with
two hundred thousand dollars this is very prevalent in the tourist market for example the Koreans
would come here and they would owe the hotels, the tour agencies, including myself they owe me
$65 grand then they fold up and before I know it I see this guy operating in another business on
another corporation and you can’t go after that corporation because it is folded up. From a legal
position I would like to see the majority investor in this corporation to be also personally liable
because you know you are also talking about Brand Inc and Balli Steel I could tell you characters
that are really well to do in running these businesses and hit us with this huge amount of
uncollectable shame on us, or shame on GEDA for not doing their fiduciary responsibility in
protecting us.
—

—

Commissioner Anthony Ada: I know Dong but who is the other guy?
Mr. Dong Choe: This is Tony Arriola.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: From the time Balli Steel starting having problems up until now
what are the applicable penalties? Can we break it down? What is the actual rent how much did
we invoice rent even though we knew there was a problem, and then how much is the penalties.
Because I see what you guys are going towards, write off the debt is more like take it off the
books and stop reporting it but that doesn’t mean you are going to stop collecting. So usually in
private business they say write it oft but they send it to collection department. It doesn’t mean you
forgave the debt; did you guys talk about this?
Mr. Dong Choe: Yes, yes.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: You just want to take it off your books because there is nothing to
report here other than it is still a problem.
Mr. Dong Choe: We even had our legal counsel chime in on this issue and what our legal
counsel said was the actual legal cost would outweigh the arrears.
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Commissioner Anthony Ada: We would spend more.
Attorney Highsmith: Not if the AG’s office does it.
Mr. Dong Choe: Is the AG’s office willing to collect?
Attorney Highsmith: I can’t speak for them.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: That’s for you to present. Out of the $49,000 what if $10,000 of
this is what is really owed it is useless because we are still adding it to the books, so what is the
true amount.
Mr. Dong Choe: We will have a breakdown of the arrears.
Chairperson Orlino: Is that after they vacate the property
Mr. Dong Choe: Yes, it just for the period of May 2012 and July 2013 and then I believe their
contracts were terminated.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: I have something to add: when GEDA came to us regarding the
issues of Balli Steel, GEDA was advising us to terminate even the other one.
Mr. Dong Choe: Brand Inc.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: They came in themselves and pleaded before the board so maybe
shame on the board because we are going to overrule you and give this guys a chance because
he came in pleading he has medical things so I remember Mike consistently saying “no” you got
to terminate this so the Board extended this if I remember correctly. That is actually what
happened and during the extension he wasn’t doing what he was suppose to be doing. The
Board ultimately gave the extension but it was you guys that said we got to stop the bleeding now
but we ended up having a heart for this guy, this company.
Chairperson Orlino: But didn’t they make a promise to deliver a check?
Mr. Dong Choe: I have to look through the files this was way before my time in GEDA I literally
started in April 2015 I have to go through the files, Brand Inc and Balli Steel files are massive.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Did anyone give a personal guarantee? Because if it is a
corporation that signed it’s only the corporation you can chase not the people behind it
Mr. Dong Choe: That’s something we can look into once again
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Yeah but if there was a personal guarantee you guys would be
chasing them already most likely there is nothing.
Mr. Dong Choe: All of the POC’s that we have we have been calling, emailing
Commissioner Anthony Ada: The minute they stop answering that’s a problem.
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Mr. Dong Choe: And this was after termination efforts too, collection efforts started when they

didn’t pay and then there was the determination and there was constant follow ups.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Mike advised us that he could not get a hold of them several times
and he came and said terminate and right when we were ready to do it they came in, they come
to the Director and ask to appear to the Board and we extended it.
Balli Steel said the Mayor’s
Commissioner Anthony Ada: We saw the problem when
Council owed him money but the problem was already happening when there was promise to
collect the junk cars I think I even made a comment that they come and get the junk from your
yard because once they start offering it for free no one is going to pay to take it out and we saw
the problem already. I know their first names but I don’t know their last names
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Joe Sicat
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Joe Sicat is the first one who came in here and then his father in
law, then there was a David Bell, then Arceo he was even speaking in Chamorro.
Chairperson Orlino: He even gave us all his plan.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: He couldn’t make it. so if you guys want to take it off the books I
want to make sure you exhausted every effort.
Mr. Dong Choe: Moving forward we look forward to legal counsels help,
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Can you guys give us a breakdown you write down the whole
case study, the history
Mr. Dong Choe: The chronology.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Everything and at the bottom what you guys recommend and all
the things you tried, when you take it off the books continue with the collection efforts, if you tried
everything what else are you going to do right. We are already leasing part of that property out
right?
Mr. Dong Choe: Brand Inc is leasing the front part to Trans Steel.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Say again
Mr. Dong Choe: Brand Inc is in the middle part and they are leasing the front part to
Commissioner Anthony Ada: I am not talking about Brand Inc I am talking about Balli Steel.
Mr. Dong Choe: Balli Steel no, the front part is Brand Inc
Commissioner Anthony Ada: The Balli Steel footprint
Mr. Dong Choe: No one is in Balli Steel only in part of Brand Inc.
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Commissioner Anthony Ada: In your write up put in there how much trash is there, how much
for clean up. I thought somebody was interested in that lot and I made a comment to see if they
can clear it out.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Yeah Tony just before you came in he mentioned that there was
somebody interested in a portion and that they were willing to clean it up. I told him that once they
confirm what they want to bring it back here and we will consider.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: After one or two years the group here will be different if you write
it down the next person won’t have to dig so you have to put that on paper now.
Mr. Dong Choe: I know there is a chronology for Balli Steel
Secretary Maria Cruz: With the chronology you can easily make your research and what had
happened.
Mr. Dong Choe: The Balli and Brand Inc we can’t reach out to the owners and the POC’s that we
have
Commissioner Anthony Ada: The lawyer says it is going to cost too much you still have to
check another avenue with the AG. Look at how much money around this table an how much we
are wasting we have to stop talking about it
Mr. Dong Choe: Not a problem and GEDA will submit a letter to the Director asking for guidance
on the legal aspect
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Make sure everything is in the letter so he can make a good
decision
Mr. Dong Choe: Not a problem sir. So pretty much Balli Steel and Brand Inc are the same issue
N5D WESTCO, Mr. Highsmith is well versed with this case still waiting for further clarification
Attorney Highsmith: if I may. It is going to trial in October or November and we will know then
Commissioner Anthony Ada: The reason that you are holding it off is because the people that
are interested only want 10 acres of the 72.
Mr. Dong Choe: Yes.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: you cannot do something with the other part? I know the top part
some people moved in already.
Mr. Dong Choe: I only specific on what our notes said of the 72 acres.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: The 72 acres is not in the case only the 10 acres is in the case.
Mr. Dong Choe: Only 10 acres of the 72.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Yeah.
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Commissioner Ron Eclavea: The issue is its right in the center of everything that is why we
decided to hold off on everything and have that included, it’s a detriment to have that thing right in
the middle.
Mr. Dong Choe: From my reading of the file a company was interested in leasing out the whole
thing to make a community development or some sort of development and WESTCO has a
slaughter house right in the center of this entire 72 acres and pretty much scrapped the entire
deal and everything was kind of pushed backed until this WESTCO issue was resolved
Attorney Highsmith: No it is not resolved.
Mr. Dong Choe: Until it gets resolved.
Attorney Highsmith: WESTCO is interested in settling that case by taking another piece of
property (inaudible) that they acquired and since we are on the topic is the Commission willing to
entertain that possibility.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: They haven’t paid rent.
Attorney Kighsmith: I think that they would pay the back rent on this land as part of the
settlement.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Open discussion but nothing solid.
Attorney Highsmith: This was a feeler, they just want to know if we are even interested and if
we are interested we can negotiate something.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Dong, maybe you guys are busy but you need to take a look at all
the properties we are asking you to take care off.
Mr. Dong Choe: I made a site visit to the Polaris sites, Wettengel Junction I drove by it, the
Mangilao one I have not been there yet but I will get out there
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Give me your email address before you leave I will give you the
Google earth so you can look at it.
Mr. Dong Choe: I heard it’s kind of hard to get into.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: They want to do a pig farm but somebody from us did not follow
through they went and carved out (inaudible) .frontage in the flat area and when you look at that
it doesn’t match up with a slaughter house when Tanaka came over and said they were going to
do a slaughter house, I even brought it up then it is up wind from the golf course you are going to
kill pigs there and the golfers are not going to complain.
. .

Attorney Kighsmith: If we are going to negotiate a settlement we need approximately 10 acres
somewhere else where they can put a slaughter house, do we have such a place.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: I know one can be viable but you need to put it way out of the
way.
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Attorney Highsmith: That is generally what you have to do it’s a slaughter house.
Secretary Maria Cruz: They need to get a permit.
(inaudible)
Commissioner Anthony Ada: If you look at how they carved out the 10 acres it is right there on
route 15 and if you were there at the time you are going to say why are they going to kill pigs in
front of the highway it has to be in the back somewhere their intention was probably to say the
public doesn’t want to do a slaughter house and do a supermarket or something.
Attorney Highsmith: I am glad you said that instead of me.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Who wants frontage
Attorney Highsmith: A slaughter house in front of a hospital.
(Inaudible).
Attorney Highsmith: There are only a million regulations from GEPA and Public Health
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: You know there is so much land down south.
(Everyone talking inaudible)
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Tanaka said he had a system that he was going to follow from
Australia there was going to be no smell, we asked to see it but he never brought it to us and he
still got the license.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: I think Tommy was just the spokesman.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: He was a public figure and we cannot say no to him.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Who says we cannot say no to him. It was your responsibility to
protect the Ancestral Lands
Commissioner Anthony Ada: We cannot say no to him.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I will.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: I wish you were there.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: I don’t know about settlement.
Director Michael Borja: We will get back to that later
Mr. Dong Choe: We discussed Northern Market earlier; I will forward a letter from Northern
Market requesting for the extension to June or earlier just as soon as SHIPO approves the
license to demolish the structure, the Tiyan properties....
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Commissioner Anthony Ada: Wait just a moment, which structure
Mr. Dong Choe: A four by four structure.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: A four by four structure?
Mr. Dong Choe: Because it is more than fifty years old it is the law.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: But a statute in front of it and leave it.
Mr. Dong Choe: It is similar to the DOA building.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: It is a safety issue?
Mr. Dong Choe: It is a historic issue.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Then bulldoze down the Administration building
Commissioner Ronald Laguaña: But it took a public law to do it.
(inaudible)
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Let’s get back to this. This is in bold letters are you trying to say
something and you made it bigger than everything else.
Mr. Dong Choe: It is just my habit that I do.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Okay. Way back when Mr. Camacho asked for an extension.
Mr. Dong Choe: The 2 or

3rd

one.

Commissioner Anthony Ada: Almost one year this July, to be finished in December. I asked
the question what is going to happen when this is done because they will ask for another
extension the answer was no,no,no. Then one month, two months, three months went by I asked
for a status
nothing- right?! They were waiting for the military they are waiting for historic
preservation, waiting for Hawaii —nothing! I said they were going to ask for extension and you
said No! I said who you talking too at Navy public works because I could go and talk to them
never mind we got it! Now they want an extension again?!
—

—

Director Michael Borja: Just for your information we already had a motion just before you came
in.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: We passed a motion to give them until June
came in.

30th

right before you

Commissioner Anthony Ada: Are we going from the back of the page to the front?
Everyone: no, no, no. (inaudible)
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Commissioner Anthony Ada: What was the presentation that made them approve? I am sorry I
was late but my car broke down.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: It was the SHIPO.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: SHIPO?! We talked about SHIPO.
Director Michael Borja: It still is SHIPO.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: It still is SHIPO And the time frame
Commissioner Anthony Ada: That can’t be!!
Mr. Dong Choe: Mr. Camacho got in contact with the Director also and he informed us that he
was requesting for the extension we just reported it.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea I asked them if they had confirmation from SHIPO themselves.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Where is the letter that says because of this I said this because of
this, this and this. Where is the letter from Carlos? If he is not going to do it he is not going to do
it we can’t keep holding on to the property like N5D.
Mr. Dong Choe: The motion that was passed by the Commission was pending the letter from
Northern Market.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Did he come in and ask us for that extension? How come you
didn’t bring the letter first schedule it for the next meeting.
Mr. Dong Choe: I don’t believe we requested for Northern Market to be on the agenda.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: You didn’t request for it to be on the agenda but you brought it up.
Mr. Dong Choe: It was on the agenda prior to.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea; The problem with Wettengel is any person or group interested that
wants to develop they have to go through the permitting process and the process is SHIPO.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: If Dave Camacho was here he will tell you that was a toy store.
Director Michael Borja: Exactly and we all know that but SHIPO is still the process
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: It is historic.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Is SHIPO aware that it was a toy store?
Mr. Dong Choe: We don’t have the details we just know this because of Northern Market
updating us on what the holdup was but we did starting invoicing them.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Then they are going to ask us to write it off after that!
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(inaudible)
Chairperson Orlino: Just to let you know before you came we were on old business, Northern
Market lease it is not just now.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Well okay it’s on the agenda but it is also here. But the thing is
Carlos said he doesn’t need another six months, he said it!
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: I am going to ask this again, did you verify with SHIPO that the
information Carlos gave you was the hold up?
Mr. Dong Choe: The SHIPO issue has been an outstanding issue
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Did you verify with SHIPO?
Mr. Dong Choe: Not the directly.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: That is what I asked you before.
Mr. Dong Choe: We did verify prior to. We knew about this issue
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: So on the second extension
Mr. Dong Choe: Yes.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: A second six months extension! Did Carlos give you a letter from
SHIPO? Is Linda still there?
Mr. Dong Choe: No it was not from Linda it changed to a different person
Commissioner Anthony Ada: They have to start all over again because I wasn’t there at the
time, is that the problem?
Mr. Dong Choe: I am not sure sir.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: So where is the letter from SHIPO to Cados?
Mr. Dong Choe: We can request for all those notices we came to notify the Commission we
didn’t know it was going to be an agenda item, we received a verbal notice that Carlos Camacho
would like to extend
Commissioner Anthony Ada: You are talking about Mr. Arceo?
Mr. Dong Choe: Mr. Carlos Camacho.
Chairperson Orlino: We are talking about Northern Market.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: It’s the same thing, like Mr. Arceo came in and asked for an
extension, the same thing is happening right now.
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Commissioner Ron Eclavea: I think we can easily solve this, get Carlos, if you can, to show us
the hold us is from SHIPO that this is the actual problem right now.
(Everyone speaking, inaudible)
Commissioner Anthony Ada: There is a list of things Carlos needs to get approved, have you
seen the list of things Carlos needs to get approved and get it checked off for Historic
Preservation.
Mr. Dong Choe What Mr. Camacho told me face to face he is just waiting on Parks and Recs
From what Mr. Camacho told me face to face was he was just waiting on Parks and Rec.
Secretary Maria Cruz: I suggest because this is the second or 3’ time he is requesting on the
same situation, when he is requesting on another one you would have reviewed his file since you
have taken over and when he asked for the 1st or 2nd extension that would have been updated so
he obtained a letter from Parks last year that would have been updated.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: See it makes sense for us to give an extension if it is beyond his
control he just needs to give us confirmation and I am assuming that is what you verified.
(inaudible)
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Dong this thing about saying is face to face is this really strong?
Mr. Dong Choe: This is why I request we wait for a formal letter earlier on in the beginning of the
agenda
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Say SHIPO signs off is Mr. Camacho going to come in and say
“Oh! By the way you have to go to HIPO! (laughter from group) I am being facetious but is this
going to be the last time he ask for an extension?
Director Michael Borja: I will ask Mr. Carlos Camacho and get on this as well.
(inaudible)
Chairperson OrIino

Pending because this is beyond his control

Commissioner Ron Eclavea: He can’t be liable for something when he can’t get permitting.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I have a question? How much land is involved in this?
Commissioner Anthony Ada: 13 acres minus WESTCO.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: 13 acres.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Yeah right where the new police and fire station are, the
government took the property but we did not get the original in Salisbury street it went to the
Mayors.
(inaudible)
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Commissioner Antonio Sablan: So what are they going to use this property for?
Mr. Dong Choe: A strip market.
Commissioner Anthony Ada; An “L” shape mall.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: One thing that gets me is this structure, they need to remove it
and they need approval.
Mr. Dong Choe: They need approval from SHIPO for the demolition of this structure.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: And they are holding 13 acres of land months after months.
Mr. Dong Choe: They way SHIPO works they have to approve archeological
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I understand that
Mr. Dong Choe: Unless everything is kosher they won’t sign off in the entire property
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Can they build around it? Why do we have to pay the price?! I
have a fiduciary responsibility to the land bank and they are holding this hostage because
somebody is making an excuse in the meantime they are planning, they are financing and they
are getting all their marbles lined up or they are using this as an excuse.
Director Michael Borja: I don’t think they are using this as an excuse, this is an absurd problem
that every developer has to deal with even if we wanted to use it as a playground we would have
an issue because of this problem we may have to fence it around just for a concrete slab this is
really quite serious because the concrete slab that is across Mong-Mong where Benson’s is at
the concrete slab the airport tore off in the Tiyan Parkway they did that because they were at the
49h year or something and they wanted to get that out of the way before the headaches of getting
concrete slabs certified by SHIPO
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I understand but why can’t they be proactive in their planning
and when you are planning and doing things you spend money up front instead of just waiting for
the landowner, like us, to be holding the bag while they don’t pay anything.
Commissioner Anthony Ada; What Commissioner Sablan is saying is the last six months is
about 163,000 dollars.
Director Michael Borja: But nobody would be paying anything if nobody could use it.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: That’s right.
Director Michael Borja: If nobody could use it, it is just useless land.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Proactively, and I have gone through this, I will tell you a
perfect example. Down at Urunao beach we were going to build something and historical was
going to be costly to get it done if we have to dig down under the ground the decision was to bring
in material and bury it and build the foundation on top and then they build the structure they did
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not touch the ground at all. So it kind of behooves me to say that this four feet by four feet
(inaudible)
to the people I am representing at this table, do something about it because this is
not right.
Mr. Dong Choe: I can’t move SHIPO.

Commissioner Anthony Ada: Can your director call their director and find out this way because
I don’t think Carlos is telling us everything?
Director Michael Borja: I will have that discussion.
Chairperson Orlino: Okay the Director will look into that
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: These things can take up to two years but SHIPO has a one year
response time.
Chairperson Orlino: Besides it’s not yet approved so let’s move on to our next item.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Get a surveyor to subdivide the four feet by four feet and give it a
lot number go ahead and develop the rest.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: It just like Donald Trump he wanted to develop this place but this
little old lady had a small house right in the middle and she didn’t want to sell and it was an
outrageous amount of money to get that thing out it is the same thing there where SHIPO should
have had something done already
(inaudible)
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: What did Donald Trump do?
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: He end up kicking out that lady or something like that.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Let’s move on this and let’s not give another 163,000 dollars in
rent for free.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: You need to have the land available for what it is it is dependent
on the landowners, they want a strip mall they are the ones to bear the cost to do that.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Why does he need six months why not a week? What if it takes
only a week to finish this or one month.
Mr. Dong Choe: The motion is for six months but there is a clause in there that if SHIPO
approves prior to the will start their payment.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: If you give him six months he will take the whole six months I
guarantee you. Ask him really how much longer.
Commissioner
problem

Ron
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(inaudible)
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Carlos has to give us verification from SHIPO.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: He cannot tell Dong face to face he has to give him a paper from
SHIPO.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: That’s exactly what I asked for
Commissioner Anthony Ada: We cannot keep on saying “if” we need to say “is”
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: He cannot give a time frame on it SHIPO is the one saying “I will
tell you when I am ready”
Director Michael Borja: Okay guys I said I would talk to the Director of Parks & Recs and get
this specifically cleared up from his perspective and get a timeline from SHIPO on what is going
on.
Chairperson Orlino: Besides that we have not approved that pending that letter.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: When are we going to receive that letter?
Director Michael Borja: The meeting hasn’t concluded for us to make the phone calls
(inaudible)
Commissioner Anthony Ada: The problem I have is three months passed after the six month
extension we asked for an update, where are we at on this?
Mr. Dong Choe: I sent to Mr. Joey Cwz, the accountant they are going through an audit, every
single time I tried to get a hold of Mr. Camacho I even sent him an email saying “I tried to call you
but your voicemail is full, so we have been trying on our end and Mr. Camacho get in contact with
the Director I was fortunate enough to literally run into him outside and then he told me he spoke
to the Director and he confirmed it and this is where we are at now.
Chairperson Orlino: We will table it for now
Commissioner Anthony Ada: If we are going to table it, it better be on the agenda next meeting
with that letter from SHIPO explaining why they don’t want to approve it there better be something
solid not just another request.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I would like to know what Carlos is going to do if SHIPO
doesn’t approve it, we are not going to hold back another six months.
Mr. Dong Choe: That is not something we have power over, that’s up to the Commission
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: That’s right and the Commissioners here are the boss we are
going to be the ones that make that decision.
Chairperson Orlino: Well that’s pending when it come before us we could move forward.
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Mr. Dong Choe: Just to hit on the Tiyan properties real quick, we have a handle on everything
Kwispace and Matson the leases our office has gone back to the onset of the leases and we are
literally, with the help of land management, invoice date and check date, invoice date and check
date I am currently working on GEPA and WIC and we will have a better number for how much
we are in arrears, of course we will de-conflict with land management and once we get a
sanitized number for all of these we will be able to present them to the Commission but currently
land management has the numbers for Kwikspace and Matson hopefully I can get GEPA done by
this week, both GEPA and WIC licenses are very old. Kwikspace took a very long time because
it started in 2008, Matson was a little bit shorter because it was in 2010 to present but these two
will probably take a little longer because they are older and these licenses we inherited from the
Commission prior to.
Director Michael Borja: I just need the Commission to know that with GEPA there may be a
potential issue coming up with their lease, their funding is significantly from the federal and they
are holding back.
On the issue of Matson, I received a letter from them late last week, or earlier this month, the first
of April, from McCulley Beggs, who is representing Matson, in their letter they were asking GEDA
and Guam Ancestral Lands Commission to sign off to release the secured $50,000 dollars
security deposit that Matson had in escrow being held by I think with GEDA. It was signed off by
GEDA and it was sent to me to sign off but I understood they were $124,000 in arrears that’s
based on GEDA’s financial statement to us so I asked GEDA to provide feedback to determine if
that $124,000 was truly an amount of six months in arrears and finally on Monday after asking
numerous times, Monday afternoon I got a letter from GEDA it was cc’d to me addressed to
Matson stating that Matson was in fact in arrears on their rental, it would have been pretty bad if I
signed off on the security deposit.
I did not sign off on the release and sent it back to GEDA based on the letter that they confirmed
the arrears and what I need to point out to GEDA is the fact the information that we have been
requesting, what the Commissioners have been requesting regularly from you, needs to be
current and it’s not current! We have not received any information on financial stuff that is
let’s
take a look, you got until December. We need to have a monthly statement if someone is in
arrears so we can move on with these kinds of things that fact that they are in arrears and we
know that is still not a good thing and it is a significant amount in arrears the way you are doing
your books and the way we are doing our books and the reason we want to see this on a month
to month basis, I was told it goes back to 2013 when some invoice payment had not been paid
they missed some payments that have totaled up to I think this 124,000 that were dating back to
2013. What we do in our books is whatever payments were received on a lease we pay the
oldest invoice, if that payment was intended for something else it will show our receivables to be
very aged but that is the point we are trying to get at to make sure these are clean. We are going
through an audit, the audit is going to report these are the issues and the findings are going to be
our hit, not yours! And that’s the problem, we cannot continue to have audit after audit after audit
that says our financial reporting is not up to speed and that is the reason why we get on your
case regularly to get these things cleaned up not just for the sake of an audit but so that we can
provide the Commissioners as well, a true receivables report that shows something.
One of the things we seriously have to look at and perhaps the memorandum of understanding
with GEDA and the management of properties may have to be re-addressed and to be looked at
in a different way that perhaps maybe we collect the money and pay GEDA their share so we can
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have full and regular accounting. Those are options that we are just throwing on the table we can
address it some other point in time but we need to look into these other types of options if we are
going to continue having these kinds of issues that you have addressed on a regular basis when
these kinds of reports come up because we have a responsibility to have our books in proper
order all the time and we get hit it is because of something that is out of our control.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Dong I see here 300 dollars what are you charging them for?
Mr. Dong Choe: Those are participation fee. Matson’s lot, every once in a while certain
company will come in stage equipment and Matson charges them a certain amount, participation
fee is taken for Ancestral.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Okay so participation is 2%. So $26.00 is 2% of something.
Mr. Dong Choe: Yes.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: But when you say invoice did you invoice?
Mr. Dong Choe: No, no, no! When they submit for what period it’s for and because we need to
create an invoice number to accept the money. What is suppose to happen is they are suppose
to be submitting their GRT report stating where their incomes are coming from and we prepare a
letter to send out to all our tenants to make sure they are submitting their GIRT to know the proper
amount is being remitted to GEDA and Ancestral Lands for what is owed but the smaller numbers
that are consistent those are participation rent.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: And you make a dummy invoice because you don’t know where
to put it.
Mr. Dong Choe: Even Matson doesn’t know when Company “A” is going to use their lot for
containers.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: How much is that? That invoice with $24,804 that’s your invoice
right?
Mr. Dong Choe: That’s the monthly invoice.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: When they pay a check do they put a memo in the check that
invoice number that they are paying?
Mr. Dong Choe: Yes actually they do, they put the invoice number and the month.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Okay, when they put the invoice number like what the Director
said they put the invoice number that is way back there or they have to apply it to the invoice they
are paying.
Mr. Dong Choe: But GEDA the way we do our accounting is the same way land management
does.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Just regular accounting.
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Mr. Dong Choe: We apply it to the latest bill, we do that also.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: The latest?
Mr. Dong Choe: Yes. So let’s say they missed September
Commissioner Anthony Ada: you are talking about the oldest bill.
Mr. Dong Choe: Yes we just keep applying it through.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: No cannot.
Mr. Dong Choe: It’s the same as land management does it
Commissioner Anthony Ada: No...
Mr. Dong Choe: Wait let me finish.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Okay.
Mr. Dong Choe: What happen was I started going back when we got the letter from land
management to these companies that they owe “X” amount of dollars for arrears. So I started
with 2016 receivables and then I went back to 2015 and then I realized and what I was told was
2016 accounts everything was sanitized and there was zero balance that was not the case for
Matson so I had to go back to 2014 collectables but it didn’t zero out either so I went back to 2013
so what I had to do was create a whole new collection sheet for every year from inception to
figure out what was the problem. So Matson historically always had a one month carry over for
every single year. It is very strange thing that I noticed literally when I was making this. In fiscal
year 2015 they completely skipped the month of November 2014, April 2015, and September
2015 these years carried over to 2016 and they currently have an outstanding balance for this
month and last month which gave us a total of five months now there is a conflict between our
numbers and the audit this is why I didn’t bring that sheet down, Joey Cruz is reviewing it. in the
audit for land management it states that for September 2015 there was a balance of $124,000
what we saw was there was a balance of $74,000 as of September 2015 so three months carried
over into 2016 and then we have the two months March and April this is something we need to
reconcile between the two agencies the arrears amount is correct we just need to figure out the
number differences. The checks, I literally looked at these checks and it says this is for
December 2014 this is for January
Commissioner Anthony Ada: You guys put the reference on it?
Mr. Dong Choe: There is no reference number for it but it states what months it’s for.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: That’s what I am asking.
Mr. Dong Choe: It’s always stated.
Chairperson Orlino: That is why you found out
the best paying customer, no problem.

every time GEDA they report that Matson is
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Mr. Dong Choe: Yes that was

.

Chairperson Orlino: 14, 15 and there
Commissioner Anthony Ada: The best paying customer was Knik because the paid three
months ahead of time. I was told that Matson was up to date, who told you?
Mr. Dong Choe: Once again I was told by our accountants.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Just to we are clear. Matson pays you for rent and they reference
the invoice you guys made?
Mr. Dong Choe: Yes.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: To pay?
Mr. Dong Choe: Yes.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Alright, you say you practice applying it to the oldest invoice.
Mr. Dong Choe: Yes.

Commissioner Anthony Ada: You cannot because if they are paying invoice one you cannot
apply it to invoice 12 you have to apply it to the invoice they say they are paying. Here is my
other question? Did you guys send the invoice?
Mr. Dong Choe: Yes.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: You sure? So how come they pay and they give you a number to
pay and then three months are missing? At the time they pay the invoice and somebody noticed
three months are missing did anyone pick up the phone and tell them “we got his payment to pay
this invoice but you didn’t pay the three in front of it!”
Mr. Dong Choe: Technically we manage the contracts
Commissioner Anthony Ada: You guys are getting paid a lot of money to manage the
contracts. I am burning you eyebrows off.
Mr. Dong Choe: That’s perfectly okay sir, you will never be as mean as my senior drill instructor.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Who?
Mr. Dong Choe: My senior drill instructor.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: I am not being mean, I am being direct and I want a direct answer
from you. You say you are paying the oldest invoice October 1, 2015 you guys’ invoice you guys
are telling me that the oldest invoice that they haven’t paid is October 1, 2015 is that correct?
Mr. Dong Choe: Internally
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Commissioner Anthony Ada: I am asking you?
Mr. Dong Choe: And I am answering you.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: You are saying the invoice has not been paid since 2013.
Chairperson Orlino: He found that out.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Right?
Mr. Dong Choe: No, no, no. every invoice is paid up until 2015 the three months missing is
November 2014
Commissioner Anthony Ada: That’s it, that’s it Okay! Where is it here that on the date here
next to the invoice says November 2014? It looks to me like you are applying this last payment
here to October 2015 invoice.
Director Michael Borja: No. this is just a running sequential payment to the invoice
Director Michael Borja: You should have a remark here, we have been asking for this
Commissioner Anthony Ada: You cannot give me an invoice
Mr. Dong Choe: The beginning balance was the tough one, the carryover of D.R. of $70,000
from 2012 from the last fiscal year.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Dong, you have payments here October 2015, you got a
payment, and right on top of it you have an invoice debit, right?
Mr. Dong Choe: Ah yes! A DR.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: How come you are not matching payment it to the original invoice
date?
Mr. Dong Choe: Because this is the date that they paid. October 15, that’s the date we got the
check, so the day we got the check is when we put it into our books then starts the clock it’s the
whole system that we set up, this starts the clock when we are to submit the check to Ancestral in
20 days this is something we are creating
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Dong don’t bring up the 20 days because you pay 4 months
(inaudible)
Mr. Dong Choe: And we are really trying to work on that.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Don’t talk to me like you guys are doing it!
Chairperson Orlino: I guess what Commissioner is
2015, and September2015.

you say this November 2014, April

Mr. Dong Choe: Yes.
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Chairperson Orlino: And Matson is here and you started out
Mr. Dong Choe: That’s for fiscal year 2016 if the Commission wants fiscal year 2015 I can
present it
Chairperson Orlino: Yes. Please provide that for us because you are the one who spotted that
and when you took over that’s when you found out about the November 2014, April 2015, and
September 2015.
Mr. Dong Choe: Yes. Like I said Matson has been historically late on their payment once again
Joey Cruz has a copy of that from inception of the lease to the present, invoiced, when we got the
payment and what it was for, after going through all of that we realized in 2015 November 2014,
April 2015, and September 2015 there were no checks for these three dates. Those are the
invoices that we did not receive a check.
Chairperson Orlino: And what did they say?
Mr. Dong Choe: I just sent them a letter early Monday and I just spoke to the accountant
yesterday and I sent the three invoices and they said they will be processing them
Chairperson Orlino: They confirmed that they didn’t make the payment?
Mr. Dong Choe: They have to de-conflict, I sent them what I sent land management they
received it at the same time I cc’d land management but I sent them a copy directly so they will
be able to de-conflict on their end all the check stubs that I saw, and I literally went month by
month, they were missing these three months and the two recent months for this year
Chairperson Orlino: It’s for?
Mr. Dong Choe: March and April.
Chairperson Orlino:
payers?

Did they tell you why they are late in paying? Are they the usual late

Mr. Dong Choe: Technically they have been paying couple days into the month it has been a
habitual problem these are the things we are catching now and I literally had to create
Chairperson Orlino: We have to break that.
Mr. Dong Choe: Yes and this is something I addressed to their accountant
we will be moving forward and we will address the escrow letter, the
addressing, similar issues not similar issues but issues with Kwikspace also
our accounting and land management accounting to reconcile the books that
one book, one ledger that we both agree on.

over the phone and
arrears we will be
I am just waiting for
way we can present

Commissioner Anthony Ada: The MOU between GEDA and GALC expires next year. If you
take a look at every time Matson pays that’s $3,500 bucks that could pay for one really good
accountant for one month.
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Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I would like to echo the Director and Tony, I would like to
applaud them
I think it’s an excellent idea and we have been asking GEDA more frequently
than four months later and also pay us very quickly once you receive the money. I don’t want you
guys sitting on our money earning interest we should be earning interest for the people we are
representing. And in reference to this receivables, a clear identification as to when this particular
invoice was paid and I think it would be very helpful and you would catch it and we would catch it
and of course when you are reporting Mr. Borja says you need to report to us on a monthly basis
and then we could really follow through and we could question that as to why these things are not
being paid.
Mr. Dong Choe: And that’s something we are doing now. Originally we were relying on a
different section in GEDA they are doing their thing but we are also
everyday Mr. Tony goes
to cash box and checks if any payments or checks came in for our properties and I will take that
and put it into our log that we received payment on this day. We are the ones that check’s the
invoices so when the invoices go out I log it into the database saying the invoices are going out
this day and this is why I know this is accurate for FY 2016.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I hear what you are saying and that’s great what you are
reporting to us should also be reflected
Mr. Dong Choe: It is reflected.

Commissioner Antonio Sablan: It doesn’t tell me when it was paid.
Mr. Dong Choe: That one?! Once again, Matson and Kwikspace is with land management once
we agree on it land management has in the comment section what each check is reflected to,
what the payment is for, so in the comment section it is there.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Are you reporting that to us?
Mr. Dong Choe: If land management has a problem with our ledger I want to make sure it’s okay
for both agencies I will bring it back to the Commission for review but land management has a
copy of that. I am working on Matson, Kwikspace, GEPA, WIC.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: You know there is such as thing as receivables and aging are
you familiar with aging?
Mr. Dong Choe: No, I am not an accountant.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Well I am an accountant and I use to do this and aging is
looking at a particular invoice and when it was paid and how long it has not been paid so putting a
column here saying this particular invoice was paid it would really be helpful for us
Director Michael Borja: Well that is what we are working on right now. Because of the issues
we have had in the past we are asking for a different kind of listing the one from the past is
difficult for us we can sort that out that’s what we are trying to get too you guys and too show that
kind of stuff and we are closing it up pretty good its just this information coming down to us on a
regular basis.
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Commissioner Anthony Ada: What kind of late payments are you applying to them or have they
agreed to pay?
Mr. Dong Choe: We just sent the arrears notice out and we are going to be meeting with
them
Commissioner Anthony Ada: The late payment, like 2%.
Mr. Dong Choe: 18%.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: 18% per annum that’s two something per month but how come
when you invoice them you don’t include the
the lease amount is still 24,805.40
Mr. Dong Choe: Because we are looking at the holistic number this is something that we are
going to be working on them directly of course Ancestral and land management
Commissioner Anthony Ada: How much in late payments or interest payments do they owe?
Mr. Dong Choe: I will have the accountant do that.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Can you write that down because I don’t know how many
accountants you guys got. You are telling me in plural “I will have the accountants know” how
many accountants you guys got?
Mr. Dong Choe: I am not sure.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: I am sorry Dong.
Mr. Dong Choe: You don’t have to be sorry sir.
Chairperson Orlino: Okay so in our next meeting we are going to have all the updates?
Mr. Dong Choe: Yes maam. Matson, Kwikspace, GEPA, I talked to Mr. Cruz as much as
possible and Kwikspace I am just waiting for them to tell me what I gave them looks pretty good
and then we should be able to sort all of that out
Secretary Maria Cruz: Would you be able to including aging on those?
Mr. Dong Choe: You mean how long it has been standing?
Secretary Maria Cruz: Yes.
Mr. Dong Choe: The format that I have, and outside of WIC and GEPA who are going to have a
huge amount in aging, Matson Kwikspace they are really not too bad. Kwikspace is actually real
good, the arrears number that land management had is different from what we have I didn’t bring
the Kwikspace down it’s something Joey and I have been talking about the system adds a
escalation rate or something that he needs to take out
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Is this on excel spreadsheet?
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Mr. Dong Choe: Yes it is something land management gave us, it is that format, this spreadsheet
was given to us by land management.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Are you familiar with excel? How to write formulas?
Mr. Dong Choe: Yeah, equal... I am not a pro at it
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Okay give me your email address before you go.
Director Michael Borja: Dong can you explain to us why Matson is requesting for their security
deposit, is there a condition on their lease that after a certain period of time they can get it back?
Mr. Dong Choe: Yes, I was actually very curious about this because when I saw that Matson’s
security deposit wasn’t supposed to be released so I spoke to my seniors and what they told me
was prior to Matson signing the lease they put money into escrow, $50,000, we are willing to put
this money down to show we have money for this project if it falls through then it’s for good faith
from my understanding. There is another $50,000 they have in security deposit, separate and
apart from the actual security deposit. The security deposit cannot be released until the end of
their contract this is separate and apart from the actual security deposit that they left as good
faith.
Director Michael Borja: They wanted the good faith money back?
Mr. Dong Choe: Yes. That’s what they wanted back.
Director Michael Borja: But we showed they are not in good faith.
Mr. Dong Choe: I have no problem not giving them their escrow, they owe money in arrears they
said they are going to make it up, I spoke to them yesterday just before getting off. The invoices
that they are in arrears they said they are going to run it they are going to look through the
ledgers that we sent, they are going to look through their check stubs on their lease payments.
they said they will get back to me but they are willing to pay me on the arrears.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Their accountant or their manager?
Mr. Dong Choe: I believe their General Manager has to give us a call.
Chairperson Orlino: Don’t release no money.
Mr. Dong Choe: And the Director has stated that until their arrears have been paid and that is
the direction that we are taking.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: But before you release it that is a question that comes before the
board right? The board has to know that is going to happen?
Director Michael Borja: Right! And that’s was
it was high pressure, I was getting
phone calls on a daily basis from the Attorney representing them and finally, I was getting
messages because I was out, I said “look your client is past due and until I confirm that this is not
true I can’t I proceed with this” that is something that has to be cleared.
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Chairperson Orlino: That concludes your presentation today?
Mr. Dong Choe: Unless the Board has other questions?
Chairperson Orlino: There are no other questions? Thank you very much

Chairperson Orlino: Number five, new business, legal matters and we have Mr. Highsmith
Attorney David Highsmith: You talked about WESTCO. The other case that is like WESTCO
it’s up on appeal and it’s at the Supreme Court that’s the other lease case (inaudible) so we are
waiting for them to file a brief and it will be argued later this year. The Benny Crawford case took
an unexpected turn as you all know the airport is in that case and we both moved to dismiss as
you probably heard on television Judge Tydingco-Gatewood denied the motion. So we may have
to go to trial on that case, I think the Judge was motivated by a couple of things one is the long
history of land takings and the problem these people had being compensated; the other, and I do
not believe this is the commissions fault, that we haven’t been able to distribute any money from
the land bank trust because of the inability to adopt the rules and regulations which sound like
they are so easy to do, I tried to explain to the judge they are very difficult.
Director Michael Borja: Let me just add where we are on this because we did receive a letter
from Senator Tom Ada about the status of the rules and regs. We sent to GEDA, once again I
sent a note to the administrator on Monday, please I need an economic impact study on the
Ancestral Lands rules and regs and another one for Chamorro Land Trust as well. Without that I
can’t send it up to the AG’s office for review that is one of the checklist items. I think what Karen
provided was the public hearing notes. So that’s where that stand we are waiting for economic
impact statement otherwise the Legislature will have to give authorization saying that’s waived
that is not good for the AG’S
Attorney David Highsmith: When did you ask for economic impact statement?
Director Michael Borja: From GEDA, we asked that since December.
Attorney David Highsmith: They are probably over the barrel just as much as the Commission
is.
Chairperson Orlino: Did you know about it?
Mr. Dong Choe: It’s probably through another division.
Director Michael Borja: It’s probably through another division.
Chairperson Orlino: Yeah because Tom Ada wants to know the timeline.
Director Michael Borja: I know but we can only accomplish as much as we could but we can’t
send it up until we get that economic impact statement
Chairperson Orlino: Well we have to tell him because he is asking.
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Director Michael Borja: Sure.
Secretary Maria Cruz: I have a question, when I left here in June the one that was sent to the
Senator
Director Michael Borja: That was the original draft. That was the notice to him saying this is the
rules that will go to the public hearing, and then we re-drafted it after the public hearing and the
final version which was the one in December
Chairperson Orlino: Then it went up to the AG?
Director Michael Borja: No! it hasn’t gone up to the AG. We are waiting for GEDA to review to
give an economic impact statement.
Secretary Maria Cruz: I have another question because the main concern was who are the
beneficiaries because the first draft the beneficiaries are whose federal lands were returned but
the government kept it for continued use and then when I left there was another draft saying all
currently lands that were released and were kept by the government but future federal lands still
held by the federal that’s the one we really need to
Commissioner Anthony Ada: You can’t say anything anymore as a result of public hearing it
was changed.
Secretary Maria Cruz: But we can’t change the law! There is a law!
Commissioner Anthony Ada: No. There is no law that says only what the government of Guam
kept.
Director Michael Borja: When it goes up for the review if they have objections like that then it
comes back to us and says it is not in legal form.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Director it is true you said let’s get it out of here when it gets to
the legislature they are going to have another hearing.
(Everyone speaking, inaudible)
Secretary Maria Cruz: You are changing the law that’s how I feel! The law says the property that
have been released that is still held by the government
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Government of Guam?
Secretary Maria Cruz: Right!
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Find me that law.
Secretary Maria Cruz: Okay.
Attorney David Highsmith: So it will assist us in the Crawford case to get those rules enacted
as soon as possible, I know there are a lot of problems. I have a question for the Commission, I
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could attack that rule, that statute that says you enact these rules that they are vague or inorganic
because it is kind of incomprehensible. Now, will the Commission want me to do that? It takes
the monkey of your back. If it is thrown out, if that statute is thrown out, just as far as it talks
about rules, and the monkey goes back to the legislature they have to pass something saying
how you distribute that money.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Let’s talk about the Crawford case.
belongs to the FAA?

Part of the airport still

Attorney David Highsmith: Yeah.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: So Crawford has to wait. I believe he has to wait like everybody
else (inaudible)
Secretary Maria Cruz: Do you guys agree with the second one, let it go to the legislature, okay
case closed
Commissioner Anthony Ada: We are talking
Secretary Maria Cruz: Case closed Tony!
Director Michael Borja: In this court case, do you want that part of the statute to be found
inorganic?
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: What would be the disadvantage?
Attorney David Highsmith: You can’t be blamed for not enacting the rules and it will put the
monkey on the legislature to do something.
Secretary Maria Cruz: Clarify it.
Attorney David Highsmith: We can’t say.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Let us say we follow the process we draft the rules the legislature
is the one to enact it.
Attorney David Highsmith: No, we enact it, the legislature can do nothing and it would become
law.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: We become a legislative body in this respect?
Attorney David Highsmith: They delegated their authority to the Commission to enact these
rules.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Senator Tom doesn’t understand that if he keeps asking for it.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: He is asking for the status of where we are at.
Attorney David Highsmith: You have gone through the hearing the last thing you do is file it with
the legislature, six months after it is filed it becomes law. The legislature doesn’t have to do
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anything; it has become the fashion down there in the last ten years or so. They pass laws, they
approve such and such regulations
Chairperson Orlino: Without the Governor’s signature after 60 days?
Attorney David Highsmith: No, it got to have the Governor’s signature if they are going to
approve it. Why they do this I don’t know except the agency will call them up and say they have
been trying to do this for three years can you help us out anyway it doesn’t have to be done. The
legislature just sits on the rules for six months and then it becomes law.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: 90 days.
Attorney David Highsmith: okay 90 days I should know that.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: But the million dollar question or the 2.5 million that we have in
there right now
Commissioner Ronald Laguaña: 4 point million
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Okay, the question of who qualifies but you are saying we are
throwing it back to the legislature so what you are saying about the question we had about the
opinion of who qualifies
Chairperson Orlino: The Director has requested
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: You are saying that’s a stickler to the AG.
Attorney David Kighsmith: The problem with the statute is it is so vague we can’t interpret it
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Okay we never got that from you.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: What statute is that?
Attorney David Highsmith: The one that says you enact the rules and regs to distribute the
money. It doesn’t create any standard, it doesn’t say what values you use, it doesn’t say how you
distribute it by area, by current land value or land value when it was taken in 1955 or whatever.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: When we first drafted it we went from 20 pages down to 4. In the
first part we wrote three different formulas to valuate the land, I was made to understand that that
part can come after the rules are drafted.
Attorney Kristan Finney: It would have to be a part of the rules.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: So how come they didn’t say anything when they redrafted the
rules? It went down to four pages!
Secretary Maria Cruz: On how it is going to be distributed on my version when it is the
government of Guam land taking the law on compensation there’s a Guam Code on fair
compensation and that is fair market value at time of condemnation for Government use, now the
distribution of funds that is also regulated by the Guam Code, it is also there. So what we decided
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and that’s what needs approval, we would get the fair market rent, I am sorry, fair market value
for 2015 instead of all the way back when the law was enacted
Commissioner Anthony Ada: We put that in as one of the scenarios but I don’t think we made a
decision
Attorney David Highsmith: How do you determine the value of the land in 2015?
Secretary Maria Cruz: Right, that was one of the things we included
Attorney David Highsmith: That’s going to cost
Secretary Maria Crur: If it is a Gov/Guam condemnation it is fair market value at time of
condemnation.
Attorney David Highsmith: But it is not a Soy/Guam condemnation.
Secretary Maria Cruz: No, no, no.
okay but it is like a Gay/Guam
but technically
condemnation if they didn’t release it to the original Landowners Soy/Guam has to compensate
them at the time it was released.
(inaudible)
Commissioner Anthony Ada: To answer the Senators question just like he got a copy of the
first draft can he get a copy of the second draft and just put “Draft” across the front.
Director Michael Borja: I will submit to him what was approved by the Commission in December
and let him know the status of where that is.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Yeah that’s what he is asking for
Chairperson Orlino: What was the one you were really explaining to us?
Attorney David Highsmith: The case?
Chairperson Orlino: No, about the rules and regs.
Attorney David Highsmith: Well it leaves too many things up in the air the technician should not
be the party to decide what standard to use or how often you send out the checks, it is
government money and the legislature should have the ultimate power over that.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: It is trust money.
Director Michael Borja: Yeah it is trust money not government.
Attorney David Highsmith: it is still government.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: I am going back to the original question what you are asking us, if
it’s inorganic the rules the law, the enabling legislation and you
we agree for you to fight the
are asking us to consider that.
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Attorney David Highsmith: Yes.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: What part of the organic act makes it inorganic?
Attorney David Highsmith: Separation of powers, it is the legislature’s job to either do this or
provide standards
Commissioner Anthony Ada: The legislature created this body why don’t they
Director Michael Borja: Just do it all.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Just get rid of it and get rid of the Commission, repeal the Guam
Ancestral land Commission, and tell everybody I am sorry.
Attorney David Highsmith: It has been done in the past.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: I have never heard of that
Commissioner Ronald Laguaña: The suruhanu’s Office.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: We are not a part of the solution we are a part of the problem
didn’t we decide let’s just send it because we couldn’t decide.
Secretary Maria Crux: I agree with you let us just send it
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: That was my next question regarding that.
Attorney David Highsmith: Let us table this for now everybody think about it and we will talk
about it next time.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: But if you say we cannot do nothing basta!
Attorney David Highsmith: I am not saying that, you can proceed.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: That question that I have is very important, we have two options:
to consider what you said or let the process go through.
Attorney David Highsmith: You can pursue both.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: But what you are saying is it is an advantage in court what is the
advantage if you don’t use this in court.
Attorney David Highsmith: The judge is very concerned that these regulations were authorized
seventeen years ago and they have never been enacted, it is really, really what bothers her and
she wants to hold someone accountable.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: So what going to happen to Crawford’s case?
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Attorney David Highsmith: His case is messy. What Crawford wants is he wants that land
deal
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: The exchange
Attorney David Highsmith: Yeah with Marble or if he can’t get that, which I think is certain
because the Gange case throws that out, then he wants a percentage of what the airport makes
every year, a percentage of airport revenue.
Director Michael Borja: Then why can’t it be an airport problem.
Attorney David Highsmith: But the airport wasn’t ordered by law to compensate it, the
Commission was.
Director Michael Borja: The court can order the airport to compensate him.
Attorney David Highsmith: I don’t think so.
Director Michael Borja: Then he has a bad case.
Attorney David Highsmith: I think it’s a terrible case but Judge Tydingco-Gatewood didn’t agree
with me.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Why didn’t you let Judge Tydingco-Gatewood know that in the
24th
legislature they took care of (inaudible) the situation, in the 25”’ legislature did took care of
the law that took care of the rest, they had the best deal. Then on the 261h somebody went and
convinced the Senator to build the Tiyan Trust. Was he a part of that poo-pooing? What I am
trying to say about poo-pooing is they repealed the Tiyan Trust.
Attorney David Highsmith: That’s all in their complaint.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: How come you didn’t let Judge Tydingco-Gatewood know that in
the 24th Legislature they took care of Benny’s situation. Then in the 251h they did a law to take
care of the rest. Those guys had the best deal. Then in the 261h somebody went and convinced
the Senators to poopoo the Tiyan Trust. So, was he part of the poopooing? Yes he was.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Okay what I am trying to say for poopoo is they repealed the
Tiyan Trust.
Attorney Highsmith: That’s all in their complaint and the judge knows that more or less. It
wasn’t a part of my motion because (inaudible)
Secretary Maria Cruz: But we’re not supposed to be the one to compensate this Tiyan families.
Attorney Highsmith: Yeah but then it was taken away.
Secretary Maria Cruz: Right, but it was, I read that.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: But you see the division between the Tiyan Landowners and
then this one here. This was intended that the Tiyan Landowners taken care of already. Now we
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take care of the rest of the people. Right? That, if those two, if nothing else happens the Tiyan
Landowners are going to be very, very well off.
Attorney Highsmith: But that’s very unfair. Because they will be going to the head of the line
and they are going to eat all the food. The other people...
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Will get the leftovers
Attorney Highsmith: Yeah
(inaudible)
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: It would have, that trust would have (inaudible) then this would
take care of the rest. But they had that repealed, is what he was...
Attorney Highsmith: Yeah but see the legislature can do all of that.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Yeah but now that law is true the way Commissioner Cruz says
then the Government of Guam hasn’t received the land back because...
Attorney Highsmith: But what our problem is with what they want because there are Federal
Laws, and the deeds and everything to the airport. They forbid this. They say you can’t do this.
But Judge Tydingco-Gatewood didn’t buy the airport’s argument either.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Yeah nai because that was understood before. That’s the reason
why the legislature with their good intentions had to do something locally to take care because
nobody had a chance.
Attorney Highsmith: The road to hell is paved with good intentions. Okay I better get on to the
other things because it’s going to be 5 o’clock before you know it. In the probate case, Judge
Perez struck our claims. We do not have (inaudible). He didn’t say the estate does not owe us the
money and I have filed a petition in the Supreme Court asking for a ruling that the court cannot
distribute the money at this point. They’re going to file a response to that, that is, the estate is
going to file a response to that in about three weeks and we’ll see where it goes from there. We’ll
get the ruling from the Supreme Court.
Director Michael Borja:
Judge Sukola’s decision?

Now is this case, Mr. Highsmith, something that was prohibited by

Attorney Highsmith: No, he refused to rule on the disqualification and he said I will wait until the
Supreme Court rules before I decide whether the money should be distributed.
Director Michael Borja: That’s why he called it moot?
Attorney Highsmith: Yes
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: Which is good?
Attorney Highsmith: The Commission is not in a weaker legal position because of that ruling.
Now, Judge Sukola’s decision to disqualify the AG, I think I told everyone last time, we have filed
a petition for a right to appeal in the Supreme Court. That just hasn’t gone anywhere yet. We’ll
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see. The motion to have the AG disqualified and two of the other Civil Cases are under
advisement. That means the judges are considering them. And once again, to remind you, if we
are disqualified it does not affect your legal position on the merits of the case. You still have what
I think is a winning case in these point. You would just have to hire another lawyer to fight it.
Chairperson Orlino: Who’s going to pay?
Attorney Highsmith: The AG
Unknown speaker: Can we turn of the recording?
Attorney Highsmith: The AG had set aside $150,000 to prosecute these lawsuits so somebody
who’s unafraid might be willing to take these cases. Also, the WESTCO case and the other lease
case are in a different class. They are not moving to disqualify us in those cases. The one case
with the little strip of land up by the Mall, that’s just moving right along towards something.
Director Michael Borja: I thought we closed that one already?
Attorney Highsmith: Well it’s settled but we don’t have the check. We’re just doing the
paperwork and the check is...
Unknown speaker: Forthcoming
Director Michael Borja: There was legislation on that one to do...
Attorney Highsmith: Yes because...
Director Michael Borja: To ratify it or something.
Attorney Highsmith: Yeah, because we felt that any land transfer had to be approved by the
legislature.
Director Michael Borja: Not the distribution of the money just the fact that the mention of the
land transfer.
Attorney Highsmith: So that’s all I can think of to say. I’ll answer any questions.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Can SHPO satisfy...
Attorney Highsmith: Can SHPO block them?
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Can SHPO not sign on the rest of the property for that small
piece that they believe is supposedly...
Attorney Highsmith: Well it was subdivided wasn’t it?
Commissioner Anthony Ada: No. That’s why I said get a lawyer and cut it up and then maybe
you can move ahead.
Inaudible
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Commissioner Anthony Ada: It was subdivided to get the police station and the, the police
station and the fire department came in and cut out a piece for themselves, then the rest. So now
four feet...
Attorney Highsmith: The WESTCO property.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: No WESTCO is another one. WESTCO is a part of, it is was
supposed to be an access from Route 1 because they already have an access from Route 3 but
when you look at the configuration of the property it’s not an access. It’s more like a parking lot.
Unknown speaker: Its right on the corner
Commissioner Anthony Ada:
rectangle shape.
Attorney Highsmith:
happened.

It doesn’t have a slender, elongated shape. It has more of a

Was a new lot created for them? Because I thought that’s what had

Commissioner Anthony Ada: No.
Attorney Highsmith: See there is...
Commissioner Anthony Ada: We cannot, they cannot have the lot. We cannot subdivide it to...
Attorney Highsmith: I mean, I, what they have is like this. Right? Do you see what I see? Now
is this a new separate lot? Or is it...
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Know what? They didn’t subdivide it and then, you mean
subdivide it and then go file it at Land Management and record it?
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: That’s thirteen acres. Thirteen acres...
Director Michael Borja: They had to. If the Fire Department and the Police Department can
take apart, they had to have a separate piece...
(inaudible)
Unknown speaker: Does it have its own number or is it a portion of...
inaudible
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Somebody on this Board approved.. .approved to give the Fire
Department and to give, it’s not like ancestral lands property that they’re leasing for zero dollars...
Attorney Highsmith: Where is the...?
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Fire department?
Attorney Highsmith: Fire department lot in the...
Commissioner Anthony Ada: That way.
Attorney Highsmith: Over here?
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Commissioner Anthony Ada: You know where Fatima street is and then you go right across to
Wellengel and then you have this GHURA housing here then the new public market is there
which of course is another piece of property.
Attorney Highsmith: That’s across, that’s on the other side of Marine Corps Drive.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: It’s on the same side of the street but the WESTCO property is
closer to the road, NCS road. The Fire Department is on the other side of the lot.
(inaudible)
Director Michael Borja: Some information may not be here but I don’t see a separate lot line
going around these guys. It had to be built because this is federal money that built that so there
had to be a separation of the lot.
Attorney Highsmith: But does that mean that WESTCO...
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Because it was actually really deeded over to the Fire and the, it
was deeded over to the Fire Department...
Attorney Highsmith: What about WESTCO’s portion? This portion. Didn’t we deed it to the...
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Cannot. Cannot. It’s still Ancestral Lands property.
Attorney Highsmith: So it’s still Ancestral Lands.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: They have a license.
Attorney Highsmith: Yeah, they have a license...
Commissioner Anthony Ada: And then when they carve the place out just like N5D
inaudible
Unknown speaker: Is it a portion of this bigger lot or is it its own lot number?
Commissioner Anthony Ada: It’s a portion of the bigger lot. It doesn’t have its own lot number.
I don’t know.
Chairperson Orlino: That’s why we should visit all our properties.
Attorney Highsmith: Well I don’t know. It’s a strange way to do it.
(inaudible)
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Is this the way you guys are talking of? Tony, could you show
me where this lot is?
Commissioner Anthony Ada: That’s it right there.
inaudible
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Commissioner Anthony Ada: GHURA...
Chairperson Orlino: The housing Tony?
Commissioner Anthony Ada: This is going to Wettengel. This is Marine Drive and then after
GHURA there’s a road that goes in here. Police Department. Fire Department. This is going to
NCS. This is the little triangle that they want. They cut them self a piece of property somewhere
about here.
(inaudible)
Commissioner Anthony Ada: So all of this, SHPO will not, SHPO is saying, or what (inaudible)
said...
(inaudible)
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Because of this. Lanya I even drew it to big
Chairperson Orlino: Okay I see it now
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Thirteen acres. Four feet by four feet. A new style of (inaudible)
Commissioner Ronald Laguana: Esta, it’s bigger.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Because of that little tiny thing, he is saying that, Carlos is saying
that he cannot do anything with the whole thing. So if that’s true, get a Surveyor and give it a lot
number and SHPO...
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: That’s not what Carlos is saying. Carlos is saying the plan he
has out..
(inaudible)
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: It’s almost similar to, I think SHPO is just dragging their feet,
it’s similar to what we had with Perez Bros.
(inaudible)
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: He’s not saying they won’t. He’s saying that they are dragging
their feet on, similar to what happened to Perez Bros., when we gave them a license to go and do
some quarrying on our property and then Agriculture comes in and says hey there’s, what do you
call that, endangered plant species out there. And so we to the, they went to Agriculture to come
up and point out the spots so we won’t go up there. Yeah we will send somebody up there if they
haven’t gone up there to do it. (inaudible) Perez Bros. basically had to pull out because if they
went in there and touched that they would...
Commissioner Anthony Ada: But guess what? Department of Agriculture, and then we’ll come
back to this one, Department of Agriculture said there are rare trees in there. Ti sinya sa (you
cannot do that) the military bulldozed that. That’s a good one. We asked Department of
Agriculture, can you do this for the Perez people? Go up there with yellow ribbon and tie it around
the rare trees and then the bulldozer will not take it down. They said they don’t have the man
power. Again, how could Perez do. They don’t have the man power to go and take yellow tape
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and go around the area The Perez was paying I think five thousand a month for so many years.
Lanya how much money did they have to give before they said forget it, we’re going to walk
away? If I go to the dictionary and look up “dragging my feet” I am still moving toward the answer
but what he is saying is there is no answer! So they won do it!
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: That is not what he is saying, there is no answer.
Attorney David Highsmith: Getting back to the court case, what questions do you guys have?
Commissioner Ronald Laguaña: What is your next move on the Crawford case?
Attorney David Highsmith: Well I have to answer to the complaint which means I file a legal
document that ways what is true and not true in their complaint admit it or deny it. I have been all
over that with Joey and Kristan, then I will start doing a discovery the facts of what they allege,
after a get some documents and a few straight answers I will take Benny Crawfords deposition
and after the deposition I expect to make another motion based on the holding in Gange, that
they cannot get around that holding that Gange is correct, that it is a final judgment and it bars
that case because you can’t take anything out of that trust. The only thing Benny Crawford will get
is the same thing everybody else gets which is a portion of the funds.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: As soon as the rules
Attorney David Highsmith: As soon as the rules are enacted.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: But you see we have to figure out if the property is federal
property or government of Guam property.
Attorney David Highsmith: The airport never said it was federal properly but they said there
was a lot of restrictions on the land put there by federal
Chairperson Orlino: Because FAA went directly to airport it never went anywhere, it went from
FAA to airport
Attorney David Highsmith: And there are all kinds of restrictions. Because FAA gives these
lands out to airports all over the country.
Chairperson Orlino: And there restrictions have to be
Attorney David Highsmith: And they don’t want the airport or the city that owns the airport
selling the land and making a profit they want to use it for the airport, they don’t want you building
a strip mall right next to the runway so you can make money off all the land should be used for
the airport so that is why Benny cannot possibly get that land.
Chairperson Orlino: Strictly for airport use.
Attorney David Highsmith: If you read Judge Tydingco-Gatewood’s opinion, did we give it to
them?

Secretary Maria Cruz: The airport will lose federal funding if they don’t comply.
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Commissioner Anthony Ada: You cannot lose federal money but the local money that they are
generating from tenants up there
Chairperson Orlino:
customers?

Is the airport related to that restaurant there or are they selling it to

Attorney David Highsmith: Which one? Oh! Across the street there?
Yeah, airport property within the airport there on the side
(inaudible)
Someone: Papa’s!
Director Michael Borja: That’s Chamorro Land Trust
Chairperson Orlino: Sure?
Director Michael Borja: 76.
Chairperson Orlino: So 76.
Director Michael Borja: It was legislated over.
Attorney David Highsmith:
Benny’s land.

If you read Judge Tydingco-Gatewood’s decision she says it is

Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Wow! Maybe she no adept
Attorney David Highsmith: At one point she says he will never get the land back then she says
it is Benny’s land.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Just like Attorney Finney the way you said it, the government put
land into the trust to generate money, the money generated can be given to the beneficiaries but
they cannot get the land back because it is still government land.
Attorney Kristan Finney: The land and the trust is not your property.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Just like what was derived by
before like the In and Out Burger there

just like all those businesses

Chairperson Orlino: That’s the one, but still is it airport related?
Commissioner Anthony Ada: The airport owns the property but they are paying rent, he cannot
have the property.
(inaudible, to many speaking at the same time).
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: I have one more question for you regarding the 13/14 million. I
heard rumors there might be an attempt at a negotiation again.
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Director Michael Borja: I can discuss that and the two attorneys are welcomed to stay it is going
to be directly related to this Torres case they can step out because of the recusal of the AG’s
office or they can sit in and not give any advice.
Chairperson Orlino: They cannot represent us anymore?
Director Michael Borja: In the spirit of Sukola
Attorney David Highsmith: Now we still represent the Commission on CV-1124-09 that’s the
case where we are claiming the money, so we can advise we heard the offer was 2 million
dollars, that’s way too low. I think they gave a lot of misinformation to the Director.
Commissioner Ronald Laguaña: I heard $200,000 too.
Director Michael Borja: Well let me start of, there was an initial reach for a settlement the initial
offer is to have all sides drop everything, and I don’t think WESTCQ case was part of the deal,
drop everything all law suits will be dropped and the initial offer was $250,000. The family of the
Torres estate was quite upset that the individual who came to speak to me didn’t have any
authority to speak to me, they slapped him quiet and then came forward and said the offer still
stands but the offer is between 1.5 million to 2 million dollars. The Governor was brought in
directly with me to allow him to know the offers were made and he said that we was to chose it
would be an even amount and then they asked me to speak to the spokesperson for the Torres
estate, that individual is Chris Torres. So then we met and he wants to close this out completely
put it behind because it has been so long but they are also willing to stick out with it along with the
additional lawsuit they have countering personal lawsuits which I think are three of the members
of the Commission maybe more.
So it is on the table for you guys to go and determine, accept their offer of 2 million dollars close
all the cases or allow it to continue to go there has been a lot of recent activity going on with all
these cases I was told once before, you never know what you are going to get if the court ends
up deciding.
Attorney David Highsmith: True but that is way too low.
Commissioner Ronald Laguafla: From the 11 million right?
Chairperson Orlino: But you said

(inaudible)

hire my own lawyer

Director Michael Borja: Well that is a good question you can ask legal counsel, if they are being
sued by the Torres Estate, who is representing them? They are being sued as a Commissioner of
the Guam Ancestral Lands Commission who represents them?
Attorney David Highsmith: The AG.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Does anyone want to go back to how the land got in their hands
did they legitimately own it because they didn’t pay for it because the Naval government took it
away from Duarte because Duarte stole money from the Navy.
Chairperson Orlino: And how did they buy it?
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Commissioner Anthony Ada: They couldn’t! JM Torres with Padre Palomo went to the
Governor, the Governor said No! they wrote a letter to the secretary of the Navy, the Secretary of
the Navy wrote a letter back to Governor Maxwell, he explained everything the Secretary of the
Navy said no! your only recourse is to go into the court when they are prosecuting this case and
put your claim in and let us see what happens, so he just let it go, 1915! We are suppose to
handle property taken in 1930 or later, so how did this 1915 property come in there, sign it and
giving it over to the Torres?!
Chairperson Orlino: Tony back then we didn’t have legal counsel.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Oh boy!!
Secretary Maria Cruz: Another thing you need to know is it was (inaudible)
so instead of going to civil court it went to probate.

to take it back

Commissioner Anthony Ada: This is an example of taking government of Guam property, it
slipped its way out of government of Guam ownership into a body created to take care of land
taken 1930 and later and nobody said this was taken in 1915, that can’t be! Then when they put it
in the inventory somebody signed it giving it away. You know how they know they had to do
something about it? they flipped it right away and sold it! and then! They guy that bought it said I
am innocent.
Chairperson Orlino: In good faith he bought that land
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Then they told us that thing came here, he is innocent, what did
that do? We can’t take back the land because they sold it our only recourse is the money. Now,
they got the money and as soon as (inaudible)
this money was derived from a piece of
property that you shouldn’t have gotten in the first place right?
Attorney David Highsmith: Yes.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: So what do they call that? What is the modern day word for
someone who takes property that they don’t own? The Commissioner in Umatac got in trouble for
doing this.
Director Michael Borja: Why is it taking this long to prove that?
(inaudible)
Commissioner Anthony Ada: You know what would have happened, where is the letter? If this
lawyer didn’t get greedy and sued the Micronesia mall for this little piece of land and tell the
government of Guam and the Micronesia Mall get your utilities out of here we would have never
known about that 21 million dollars right? Because of the 21 million dollars the Micronesia Mall
hired a lawyer, the lawyer hired an investigator, the investigator said “how did they get this land?”
and not just this but 1 million square meters up there so if this guy kept quiet we would have
never known and the 21 million would have been distributed but this came to the surface and all
these things that I mentioned to you. And guess what? Only the legislature can do this. How did
it get transferred into Ancestral Lands?
Attorney David Highsmith: It was deeded by the Governor.
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Commissioner Anthony Ada: By executive order.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: May I say something to that
Attorney David Highsmith: And it was approved by the Attorney General.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Just for my clarification if I may interrupt: Duane the former
post master that stole money from the Naval government and somewhere in between the Torres
claim they own this property and sold the lot but they nonetheless took it to court when they
started returning land back they returned it to Coy/Guam, then Gov/Guam transferred it to
Ancestral Lands. This is what I am trying to get a, when you transfer property you cut off the
umbilical cord, it is yours even if you made a mistake by transferring it to you if I don’t want to give
it back to you, I don’t have too, let the courts decide. Ancestral Lands there are some
shenanigans and this is a big, big mistake from Ancestral Lands doing. But the dust has settled
and it now belongs to the Torres and they quickly sold it. I understand totally what you’re saying;
sell it because we can’t get it back and the court has declared an innocent buyer should keep it.
now there is 6 million dollars or 15 million dollars left from the sale.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: there is 13 million
(inaudible)
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: 13.6 million dollars left and the question is
that money?

-

are we entitled to

Attorney David Highsmith: Yeah I say that we are.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I say we are entitled to the whole amount the Torres should not
be any part of it.
Attorney David Highsmith: We have sued for the total amount.
Chairperson Orlino: But we gave them
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: I want to give my scenario okay, I may be wrong but I want to give
my scenario: good faith buyer here
Commissioners: No.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Korean, good faith buyer over here he is innocent and he bought
the land (inaudible)
Commissioners: No.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: We don’t know.
(inaudible)
Chairperson Orlino: How much did Duarte steal at that time?
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Attorney David Highsmith: About $44,000 thousand.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: In this case here he is not considered a good faith buyer but the
Korean is considered a good faith buyer. That is why I am not saying I am right I may be wrong
but in my opinion based on the evidence he is a good faith.
(inaudible)
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: But you are saying nope, sorry, whatever the case may be this
guy took $45,000 dollars from us we are nullifying whatever your sale is and it comes back to this
scenario but! And it comes here to Ancestral Lands, just as you said, and it never should have
come to Ancestral Lands because it is before 1933
Commissioners: 1930.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: 1930, before 1930. Even though I feel he is a good faith buyer
this land should not have come to us.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: He is a prospective buyer because he didn’t pay the total amount
yet.
Chairperson Orlino: But he cannot.. .it is already under the U.S.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Remember I mentioned the umbilical cord and if you
transferred the ownership, if Duarte transferred the ownership to the Torres I would agree with
you that the umbilical cord has been cut but there was just an agreement to sell.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: No, no, no! he did take it and he did register it, there was a bill of
sale, but he didn’t follow proper procedure.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: No! the Naval government required that is any land transaction
takes place because they didn’t want foreign people purchasing land, if I wanted to buy from you
we go to the Naval government, Ron wants to sell to Tony is that okay? They had to say okay but
this thing, shush! Let’s not tell the Naval government.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: We are assuming that the Torres said shush! They did have a
protest where all the business men on Guam, Jake Calvo and Shimizu’s where involved, they did
a protest against this sale from taking it from Torres
Commissioner Anthony Ada: By not (inaudible) of it. that is what was written down? They
didn’t have signs and protest they just didn’t show up for the option. You know what Mr. Torres
could have done? He could have showed up for the option and offer the other two but he didn’t do
it himself because he knew! He knew the transaction didn’t go through.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Okay but is he a good faith buyer?
Commissioner Ronald Laguaña: No.
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Commissioner Ron Eclavea: But he did give money, right? But the Korean buyer here is a
good faith buyer but not the Chamorro, but not the Chamorro!
(Everyone talking, inaudible)
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: The Chamorro is not a good faith buyer but the Korean is a good
faith buyer, it was the U.S. government that null and void it everything is speculation now, in my
opinion. But it should have never come to Ancestral Lands in the first place, we should have
never entertained that case because it was prior to 1930.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Can I ask a question? It should have never come to Ancestral
Lands but it did and what is your duty as a commissioner at that point? Is it to give it away?
Commissioner Ronald Laguaña: No!
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: You save it and protect.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: We gave them a conditional deed and they were suppose to take
it to court.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: You gave them a deed! You cut the umbilical cord!
(everyone talking, inaudible)
Commissioner Anthony Ada: The packet that we require them to say that this land belongs to
us doesn’t apply to this situation. They didn’t come up with all those things like family tree,
payment of taxes.
(Inaudible)
Attorney David Highsmith: We are arguing about stuff that happened a long time ago what we
need to discuss is if we want to negotiate with them I need to leave in ten minutes.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: It went to an island Judge named Portusach and he decided on
that.
Chairperson Orlino: Do we want him to negotiate that is what the AG is asking right now? Right
Mr. Highsmith?
Commissioner Anthony Ada: If the government knows that the property was transferred
erroneously or intentionally the government has to say they don’t have the right to own the land
and if they don’t have the right to own the land they don’t have the right to sell it, and if they sold
the land they don’t have the right to the money because we cannot take the land back, I tell you
about Mr. Youn. When they went to court for this property his Attorney Ecube was there, how
come she is there? Why was she in court, I wasn’t there but I was reading the transcripts. She
was there because she knows, they know.
Attorney David Highsmith: Okay but are we going to negotiate?
Commissioner Anthony Ada: For 2 million dollars

—

No!
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Attorney David Highsmith: That’s too low.
(inaudible, everyone talking)
Director Michael Borja: I would like for you guys to give me direction, if you want me to continue
in any process of talking to them or to not.
Attorney David Highsmith: With all due respect I don’t think the director should negotiate I think
it should be our office.
Director Michael Borja: I don’t think it can be, there would be an ethics issue. If it is lawyer to
lawyer this is what you got, non-lawyers parties talking you are not having this ethics issue.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Give back all the money or they go to jail!
Chairperson Orlino: Who is going to jail?
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: I am just thinking it is in the court process just let it go through the
process, I am just saying let the court decide it.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Okay the land was transferred to them erroneously, intentionally
or whatever.
Attorney David Highsmith: Accidentally.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Accidentally, influentially. Did they pay taxes on that?!
Attorney David Kighsmith: I think they finally have.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Taxes on the sale of the property but did they pay property taxes?
Attorney David Highsmith: Biscoff wrote them a letter several years ago and told them “don’t
pay your taxes”.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: There was a seven year moratorium
Attorney David Highsmith: I came in a few months ago and objected to that, they paid
$668,000 dollars to the Department of Revenue and Taxation.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: So that they have proof that they have claim to the land.
Attorney David Highsmith: But Rev/tax turned their backs on me and wouldn’t tell me what the
money was for.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: It could be for the rest of their conglomerate.
Attorney David Highsmith: It’s probably income tax for the sale of the land
Commissioner Ronald Laguaña: Effort in faith, something like that so that when they go to
court it shows up.
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Commissioner Antonio Sablan: My last question? Is the AG still representing us on this case?
Attorney David Highsmith: We have been disqualified in one case, one civil case we have
asked the Supreme Court for permission to appeal that decision. There are four cases on this
issue, we are still in the others.
Chairperson Orlino: On the three others?
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: You are still on this one?
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: This one they got disqualified on.
Attorney David Highsmith: No.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: It got split up to two different judges.
Attorney David Highsmith: Judge Barcinas case is where the money is, we are in that one at
least for the time being.
Chairperson Orlino: Judge Sukola didn’t she disqualify
Attorney David Highsmith: Yes but that was for just one case, 1235-12.
Chairperson Orlino: (inaudible) which case was that? 1379-10?
Attorney David Highsmith: No. 1235-12
Chairperson Orlino: Is that the one we are getting sued?
Commissioner Anthony Ada: They are suing the Board to scare you.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Let the courts
(inaudible)
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Is that a motion Mr. Eclavea?
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: No. everyone has their own opinion. Did you want us to think
about it?
Commissioner Anthony Ada: We talk about this a lot. You know the value of $2,000 dollars the
Torres paid to Duarte that is money that is 21 million dollars today. I looked it up just Google it.
The value in 1915 today is only $43,000 dollars today.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: But I never said that.
(everyone speaking over the other, inaudible)
Attorney David Kighsmith: Perhaps the 13.6 million will dismiss that case
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Commissioner Ronald Laguafla: Yeah. Let us go for half at least
Attorney David Kighsmith: But just that case the other cases
Commissioner Anthony Ada: The value of $2,000 dollars back then is only worth $43,000
today, let him keep $43,000 and take back the rest.
Attorney David Highsmith: They already got 6 million.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Just because it is not in an account and was distributed to the
same people (inaudible)
Attorney David Highsmith: I got to go guys.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I move to let the court handle it, that is a motion.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: I second the motion
Chairperson Orlino: I didn’t hear the motion
Commissioner Ronald Laguaña: Repeat the motion.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I move to let the Attorney General through the court handle it.
Chairperson Orlino: On the Torres Case.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: No deal, they want to give 2 million dollars and they keep the rest,
so let the court decide
Chairperson Orlino: Is that being seconded?
Commissioner Ronald Laguaña: By Tony Ada.
Chairperson Orlino: You guys all heard the motion let us vote. All in favor say “aye”.
Commissioners: Aye
Chairperson Orlino: All oppose?
No response.
Chairperson Orlino: Motion passes
Director Michael Borja: It is unanimous.
Chairperson Orlino: It is unanimous.
n’”bHc càñiriiin
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Chairperson Orlino:
We now move to public comment. Nobody, we are done with
Administrative Matters, Director’s Report.

Director Michael Borja: The question of how Dave Camacho was doing, he is doing very well
recovering well from his bypass surgery, five bypass, still going through a lot of pain and therapy
as well just keep him in your prayers. He will be out for the rest of the month, his legs are hurting
because they had to cut out part of his leg.
You have with you these checks but you didn’t get the statements. What I am trying to get at is
you will get a full print out from QuickBooks and trying to get all the data. this thing with GEDA
was a major uphill battle, scores and scores of emails going back and forth, where is the info,
push came to shove
Chairperson Orlino: Yeah this is still incomplete again.
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: I always heard Matson was on top of payments.
Director Michael Borja: That is the kind of stuff we are trying to get on top of and in fact it has
delayed the Ancestral Lands Audit so we are trying to fix all those things up Joey Cruz from
upstairs has been working diligently to clean this thing once and for all. I don’t know what the
findings will be but where we are not getting all that information from GEDA.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: You know Mike I use QuickBooks too and you can get an export
on an excel format you can give it to them and tell them to fill in the blanks
Director Michiel Borja: Well that is what we did, we gave them an excel spreadsheet to fill in so
that we know what to put back in so that we know in much greater detail than what they were
providing for plus what they were providing before was really hard to read it is a little better now
and I keep promising you and you know QuickBooks can give you a much better aging report
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Between individual and bank we can download transactions
(inaudible).
Director Michael Borja: I will keep the door open for the next meeting if the other side wants to
do any kind of talking I will let them know the decision of the board in this settlement offer.
Secretary Maria Cruz: So we may be meeting another time this month.
Director Michael Borja: Well, I can’t discuss these things outside of these meetings in detail like
this otherwise there would be violations. I do expect that the minutes and transcription will be
requested.
Chairperson Orlino: Before I forget, are you going to respond to Senator Ada?
Director Michael Borja: I will respond to Senator Ada, if you want to sign it I will let you sign it, I
will draft something with both our signatures.
Chairperson Orlino: I just want to know because he wants a timeline and not necessarily.
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Director Michael Borja: I think they are trying to follow up where those rules are because I did
provide them as the Chairman of the land committee, see he didn’t ask me about the other rules
for Chamorro Land Trust.
Chairperson Orlino: I think this is regarding the cases, I think they are going into the legislature
right now and they are pushing it and you don’t blame him
Director Michael Borja: Well, we can offer to him that he write a resolution that we waive the
economic impact statement for these rules and regulations and that is all the AG’s office has to
have
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: What is that economic impact statement?
Director Michael Borja: how much is it going to cost the government, how much are we going to
get from it, what is the cost
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Oh, oh,oh
Director Michael Borja: What kind of expenses will the government incur, the revenue we get
from these rules and regs, sometimes it’s zero, it is even in the standing rules you read many of
the bills that the Senators put in they will a whole section of the bill saying notwithstanding an
economic impact statement, so they do it on a regular basis. They can ask for a resolution
because it is not intended to raise any revenues or create any additional expenses you know our
know you got this money sitting in a bank that is meant for distribution.
Chairperson Orlino: And just let him know we want to distribute those monies.
Commissioner Anthony Ada: We still need to do an outreach to find out the beneficiaries that is
going to cost money and then to man the trust unless it is going to be done by somebody on the
government payroll.
Director Michael Borja: Ancestral Lands Commission for 2016 requested probably $35,000
more than the previous years, $26,000 is for the auditor, and there is the stipend, they cancelled
he stipends. If we were doing our own management you saw the $300 a month well you add that
up or $3,000 a month, well you add that up that’s $180,000 dollars that would definitely pay for
the auditor, that would definitely pay for stipends and the monies necessary for doing studies like
this. We are getting to the point where our programs can handle some of these things unless
these guys can come to the table, GEDA, and clean up their act so we don’t have to chase down
things. Even when I corresponded with the administrator, I saw him yesterday, he didn’t want to
talk to me because I was going to say it took you so long to get these information and when we
finally get it I am telling you something is not right and the Commissioners are not happy. And you
just proved that to yourselves when you missed this $124,000 and you were ready to give away
$50,000.
Chairperson Orlino: But I am very impressed with Dung
Director Michael Borja: His first name is ‘tong”
Chairperson Orlino: Oh! I thought “Dung”
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Director Michael Borja: No, “Dong, spelled D, 0, N, G”
Chairperson Orlino: Excuse me, GEDA never reported to us prior to him being there, they
never told us that three months there was no payment.
Director Michael Borja: Well see that is the discovery that they are doing right now
(inaudible)
when he couldn’t reconcile it here and he went to the next year and he was
doing (inaudible)
his accountant should be doing that. My point is how can you be
an economic agency if you don’t have an accountant.
Chairperson Orlino: We should put our foot down, we should not allow this, if you do not pay for
anything that is it! Any comments?
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Mr. Borja I want to thank you for being pro-active GEDA is far,
far behind in their reporting
Director Michael Borja: Well the goal is I want to have a clean audit
Commissioner Ronald Laguaña: Madam Chair motion to adjourn
Chairperson Orlino: Wait I am not done
Director Michael Borja: I don’t know what is going to come out of this decision, this court case
and other things may happen.
Commissioner Ronald Laguaña: Adjourn?
Chairperson Orlino: Wait I am not done. I don’t know where these properties are and I don’t
know if you agree with me but I would like to go on a field trip on all the leases that we have, I
want a picture, I want hands on.
Commissioner Ronald Laguaña: And let GEDA guide us.
Chairperson Orlino: Exactly, you know I feel stupid when they ask me where is this.
Commissioner Ronald Laguaña: Let GEDA
Chairperson Orlino: Take us around
Commissioner Ronald Laguaña: Right on. Email us.
Chairperson Orlino: I need to know now, yes or no? Commissioner Ada
Commissioner Anthony Ada: Yes.
Chairperson Orlino: Commissioner Sablan?
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Yes.
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Chairperson Orlino: Commissioner Laguana?
Commissioner Ronald Laguaña: Yes.
Chairperson Orlino: Secretary Cruz?
Secretary Maria Cruz: Yes
Chairperson Orlino: Commissioner Eclavea?
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: I am sorry I don’t know what we are talking about.
Chairperson Orlino: You weren’t listening?
Commissioner Ron Eclavea: Yes.

Chairperson Orlino: Motion to adjourn?
Commissioner Ronald Eclavea: I motion to adjourn,
Commissioner Ron Laguaña: I second it
Chairperson Orlino: Meeting adjourned
Meeting adjourned at 5:06pm
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Commissioner
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DAVID V. CAMACHO

Meeting was called to order at 2:08pm by Chairwoman Anita F. Orlino

Commissioner

Louisa Vessling
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Present were Chairwoman Anita F. Orlino, Vice-Chairman Ronald T. Laguana
Secretary Maria Cruz, Commissioner Antonio Sablan, Director Michael Borja,
Deputy Director David Camacho, Land Administrator Margarita Borja, Jhoana
Casem, Land Agent, Kristan Finney, Attorney, Joey Leon Guerrero, Land Agent.

Street Address:
590 S. Marine Corps Drive
Suite 733 ITC Building

Tamuning, CU 96913

Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 2950
Hagátna, CU 96932

Website:
hup f/d!m guam. gay

Chairperson Orlino: In Compliance with public law 24-109, Guam Ancestral
Lands Commission published the public meeting announcement on May 3rd and
May 4th, 2016 in the Guam PDN and Wednesday, April 4, 2016 and Monday, April
9, 2016 in the Guam Daily Post.
Director Michael Borja: The minutes are not available because Karen Charfauros
was not able to complete it because she was hospitalized.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Okay so that will come next meeting

.

E-mail Address:
dlmdir@land.guam.gov

Telephone:
(671) 473-52630 or
(671) 649-LAND (5263)
ext. 435

Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Can we move to legal matters first then to Northern
Market. Is that okay Commission members?
Secretary Maria Cruz: Okay with me.

Facsimile:
671 -649-5363

LL r
Attorney David Highsmith: We will start with the Benny Crawford case: this case
is proceeding and we have done a couple of deposition, Commission members
there will be more depositions taken in the future of land management employees
we will take Benny’s depositions best guess is that we will be going to trial on
November the 29th

Director Michael Borja: This is in District Court?
Attorney David Highsmith: District Court of Guam, yes. Second on 1370
Director Michael Borja: Can I just go back to Crawford case; the Judge is entertaining this case
that they have jurisdiction over the federal court and not the Superior Court.
Attorney David Highsmith: Yes.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: What is the case number if I may ask?
Attorney David Highsmith: 15-0001
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: U.S. District Court?
Attorney David Highsmith: Yes. Anything else?
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Because I am new, what is the issue with Crawford? A
synopsis please.
Attorney David Highsmith: To make a long story short, Benny and his family think that some of
the arrangements made over years for the Tiyan heirs for his family by one public law or another
should be enforced and he is not satisfied with what his family will get out of the land bank Trust
he wants more and he wants a percentage of the airports revenue. You have to admire his
ambition or he wants the land back. Pretty hard to say what he would get out of this he could
make enough noise for the Government to cave in and give him something probably that land
exchange that got mixed in with Judge Barcinas, I don’t know, I mean even if he wins I don’t know
what he will gets. I read his complaint and it doesn’t make sense to me. I don’t know what to tell
you I have one idea about dismissing the case I could try that and it would be based on Judge
Barcinas’ decision but based on everything Judge Tydingco-Gatewood said at the last hearing we
are probably going to have a trial, I don’t see any other way to settle this. I think they are thinking
40, 50 million dollars; the Government just doesn’t have that. We never got a statement as to
what they might settle for or what they might consider an adequate resolution, I don’t know what
to tell you about that, it is a confusing case, I don’t see how he can get a percentage of the
airports revenue. I hope that answers your questions.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Who is his counsel?
Attorney David Highsmith: Aguigui is his local Afforney he is has the same people from San
Francisco who also represented the taxpayers in the tax refund case and they are good they are
very good they are also fair and honest whatever happens I don’t think we are going to get
cheated, we may have to go to the 9th circuit to win this I am very dismayed by Judge Tydingco
Gatewoods decision on this it is unusual.
Attorney David Highsmith: WSTCO trial is in the same month or I mean November. I got an
email from their Attorney asking if we were willing to settle this, there was a little bit of talk couple
months ago about settling this whether the Commission would be willing to give them a different
piece of land somewhere that is not close to residential areas I don’t know if the Commission
wants to contemplate that
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Director Michael Borja: Wouldn’t that make sense rather than continuing on with the lease.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: You are talking about the kill house, the slaughter house?
Director Michael Borja: Yeah.
Attorney David Kighsmith: Is there someplace where we would be comfortable giving them
some land to build a slaughterhouse?
Secretary Maria Cruz: No way! First of all they would need approval and I don’t think they are
going to get it and it is a permit or a license.
Attorney David Highsmith: Well whether than can get permitting or not isn’t exactly our problem
as long as they are paying rent every month and the trust benefits from it
Director Michael Borja: But you can even craft a license to say subject to the necessary permit
and licensing that are going to be needed by other Government authorities and if they cannot get
one it just nullifies the lease.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Looks like we need to find a place where the clean out doesn’t affect
the neighbors
Deputy Director David Camacho: (Inaudible).. .clear out that area
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: clear out that area
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: A slaughter house has been debated for as long as I can
remember. Nobody wants it in their neighborhood.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Because of the clean out or worry that I will affect the neighboring
residential area I guess that is why they did not proceed with their kill house
Secretary Maria Cruz: If we could retrieve that recorder that says that some of us were concern
it was going to be a slaughter house and good luck and do you understand this is only a license
and that we are ready to give it through RFP then they are going to have to bid like the rest and if
they are going to build a structure I cannot guarantee you are going to win the bid for that area
Director Michael Borja: What has been bided out?
Secretary Maria Cruz: No, what I am saying is that we are eventually going to put all our
properties to GEDA what could happen in the future is that they are going to RFP it out for the
best and highest use and they are going to have to compete with everybody else
Director Michael Borja: Yeah but weren’t they already given a license agreement then it all
stopped?
Attorney David Highsmith: Yeah.
Director Michael Borja: So they already have a license it is just transferring to a different land.
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Secretary Maria Cruz: I am not agreeable to that.
Attorney David Highsmith: Anybody else have a comment?
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: I just want to refresh, is it one to five or one to ten years we can do a
license
Attorney Kristan Finney: I don’t understand the question.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: The license was given because I am not too sure about this, five
years only or one to ten.
Deputy Director David Camacho: License is 21 years renewable every year.
Secretary Maria Cruz: I recall that it is a one year license.
Attorney David Highsmith: It has to be renewed every year
Deputy Director David Camacho: Up to 21 years renewable.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Lease is from one to ten.
Secretary Maria Cruz: We chose not to renew it and we did not take their payment, they keep
offering and we refused it.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: We did not accept the money.
Attorney David Highsmith: No if we did we would have bind ourselves.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Then it would be binding.
Attorney David Highsmith: Okay so why doesn’t everybody think about that, maybe DLM could
suggest a piece of land if that is what we want to do.
Deputy Director David Camacho: Dave is we don’t identify a piece of land what is going to
happen to that case?
Attorney David Highsmith: It will go to trial and the Judge will decide
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: (inaudible)

You said the Judge will decide

Attorney David Highsmith: No, what interest they have if any. Okay the other case on the
license is with the Supreme Court on the dismissal the briefing is done and I expect we will have
a hearing this summer and probably a hearing later this year.
Director Michael Borja: What case is this one again?
Attorney David Highsmith: I can never remember which is 1378 and 1379; this is the other
license case they have with another piece of land not the slaughter house the other one.
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Deputy Director David Camacho: Route 1 and 3.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: This one is past Micronesia Mall on the left.
Deputy Director David Camacho: Route 1 and 3.
Attorney David Highsmith: CV 1235-12 that is the one Judge Sukola disqualified the Attorney
General’s Office that is the one with three pieces of land there is a hearing tomorrow I will be able
to tell you more tomorrow it looks like we are going to turn that case over to the Governor and he
will pick another lawyer to take over that case.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Where is the hearing at?
Attorney David Highsmith: Judge Sukola. Kristan Finney was at the last, I am sorry, Sandra
Miller was at the last hearing and she will be at tomorrow’s meeting. We will just have to see if
Judge Sukola goes along with Sandra’s plan or what, tomorrow.
Director Michael Borja: And what would that plan be?
Attorney David Highsmith: The Governor
Director Michael Borja: Will take the case?
Attorney David Highsmith: Yeah he would do an RFP, pick another lawyer and that lawyer
would be paid from Attorney General Funds.
Director Michael Borja: Okay.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: What time is the hearing?
Attorney David Highsmith: 9 am. That is the one you got subpoena for.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I am lucky I have been spared that.
Attorney David Highsmith: Okay, now the Judge struck our claim that means he denied our
claims in the probate cases but we are still fighting that I have a case in the Supreme Court
asking that the Supreme Court prevent the Superior Court from distributing that money. I am
working on my last bit of research it should be filed in a few days and we will see what the court
says I think with a little luck we may have a decision by summertime the only stumbling block is
we only have two justices on that case, Justice Miraman and John Unpingco. John Unpingco was
appointed temporarily, Justice Torres disqualified himself.
Director Michael Borja: The former District Court Judge John Unpingco?
Attorney David Highsmith: Yes.
Secretary Maria Cruz: Is there a problem?
Deputy Director David Camacho: I believe there is going to be a problem because he has an
interest in a piece of property owned by Ancestral and right now
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Director Michael Borja: He is going to contest the land registration for the North and he is one of
the family members.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: He can be impartial
Attorney David Highsmith: Is this land connected to the Torres’?
Director Michael Borja: It is adjacent to it
Deputy Director David Camacho: It is adjacent to it
Director Michael Borja: That case is kind of peculiar the court defined that piece of property be
returned to his Ancestral family and yet he is asking for something that is even larger than what
was in that court decision and so are going to be fighting that in the land registration land
management will be fighting it.

Attorney David Kighsmith: So the contest is in Superior Court in land registration case?
Director Michael Borja: It will be, we are still finalizing the survey of the land. We have drawn
what we are saying is Government land and they have drawn theirs and there is a significant
overlap
Secretary Maria Cruz: Aren’t they also representing the Pangelinans in the (inaudible)?
Director Michael Borja: He is one of the heirs of the Pangelinans.
Secretary Maria Cruz: Okay.
Director Michael Borja: So two Judges are involved and former Judges involved in that case
(Inaudible)
Director Michael Borja: So his brothers are one of the individuals too
Attorney David Highsmith: Are you talking about the land in NAVCAM?
(Inaudible)
Attorney David Highsmith: Oh dear!
(Inaudible)
Attorney David Highsmith: I am going to have to do something about that. Well I am glad you
guys mentioned that
Director Michael Borja: I find it very upsetting that two former judges and the family land claim
to take more land something wrong here.
Deputy Director David Camacho: Judge Unpingco is also involved with Tiyan property
representing the family, although it is not in the flight line or (inaudible)
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Attorney David Highsmith: Well thats interesting. The case with Judge Lamorena CV0454-12,
Judge Lamorena may be waiting for a decision in Supreme Court on whether or not the Attorney
General should be recused. We will see what Judge Lamorena, what the Supreme Court
decides, what Judge Lamorena decides.
CV1093-06 that one is settled, there is a motion to approve settlement that will be heard by the
probate court in June, it should go through and then we get a couple hundred thousand for the
land bank trust.
The big one CV1124-09 which is Judge Barcinas’ case there are a lot of pending motions here,
they have moved to disqualify us in this and the Judge is going to rule on that and he may be
waiting on the Supreme Court decision just like Judge Lamorena is. I move the summary
Judgment to have the three Commission members dismissed I think we have a pretty strong
motion I don’t know when that is going to be heard and the Estate move for a summary judgment
that is going to be heard in August so there is a lot going on because that is the case that controls
the money the 13.6 million dollars that is still sitting. Now I have an order to show because
hearing scheduled for June 1701 against Geri Gutierrez. She has to appear in court on that day
and explain to Judge Barcinas why she shouldn’t be ordered to be restrained from distributing the
money I think we got a pretty good argument that she does, we will see.
So we got three cases about land title pending one in the Superior Court, three cases about land
title that is settled, we got the two probate cases we got two cases that are before the Supreme
Court, one on the disqualification on the AG and the other from restraining the probate court from
distributing the assets, and we got the two cases on the licenses if I were in private practice I
could make my living. After tomorrows hearing with Judge Sukola I will do up a little memo I will
send it to everyone I will email it to DLM and they can email it to the rest of you. Are there any
questions?
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I am new at this I would like to know how to best educate
myself to be familiar with all these cases sometimes the cases are not available at the Superior
Court.
Attorney David Highsmith: First thing is to go back through the record files here of the claims
they filed
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Are you talking about here at land management or Ancestral
Lands?
Attorney David Highsmith: Ancestral Lands. They filed claims for all these properties then you
could sit down with me and Kristan and Joey here and we will go through them one at a time it
will take an hour or so.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: What they filed doesn’t mean it is updated information what is
in court is an ongoing process I am thinking of just going to Court and reading the case file
Attorney David Highsmith: You can do that
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: If the Judge has it in his chamber will they be able to pull it out
for me?
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Attorney David Highsmith: No.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: So where do I get my education?
Attorney David Highsmith: We could give you some of the pleadings from our case files and
you can sit down and talk to us. If you had to sit down and read all this it would take you a week,
it is a lot of stuff; I don’t think you would want to do that. The issues in the land title cases are very
similar unfortunately there was a lot of jiggery pokety.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I would like to record it with Louisa; she is also new and other
Board member that will save the repetitive process in trying to educate us
Attorney David Highsmith: I may be able to email you a lot of the pleadings I could get my
secretary most of these documents are scanned into our computer system so I could email the
most important ones to you.
—

Director Michael Borja: Or why don’t you assemble a folder and download into a thumb drive
then we could provide them.
Attorney David Highsmith: That will work get me a thumb drive.
Director Michael Borja: we can save it to thumb drive or burn it to a disk
Attorney David Kighsmith: Then get me a thumb drive or a disk
Director Michael Borja: We will get you a thumb drive.
Attorney Kristan Finney: There are a lot of things like amended complaints and some were
amended more than once that is why David is saying that things pending now we can give a
background rather than everything.
Director Michael Borja: Well we have individual folders of claims for the Ancestral Lands
Commission folder you have the box of those.
Attorney Kristan Finney: A lot of that is in my office.
Director Michael Borja: You want to get started on some of that stuff and come over and read
our records but my understanding is you have ten boxes of this stuff.
Attorney David Highsmith: More.
Director Michael Borja: that’s a lot of information we don’t even want to start making copies of
that start with the lease, our folders show what the claims were and get an idea of what they are
asking for jus look at our records and whatever else we have.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I want to be intimate with the cases that we are asked to make
a decision on
Attorney David Highsmith: Yeah. You can go on the internet and go to the Supreme Court of
Guam and look at Government of Guam versus Geraldine Gutierrez you will have all the 2015
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decisions in one place and that decision is 2Ol5Guam8 meaning it was the &“ decision by the
Supreme Court of Guam in 2015 and you can pull that off that will give you the best summary of
the legal issues in the client file cases.
Director Michael Borja: That is a pretty good idea.
Attorney David Highsmith: It is about 25 pages
Director Michael Borja: It will give a good synopsis
Attorney David Highsmith: It is a very good synopsis; it will explain the legal issues once and
for all.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: This is Supreme Court?
Attorney David Righsmith: Yeah. I think it is Unified Guam Judiciary. And of course they have
two motions pending trying to get me sanctioned by the court in order to pay their Attorney’s fees
if that happens I am going to ask you guys to pass the hat, take up a collection
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: On the request for dismissal on the three Commission members
Attorney David Highsmith: Yeah?
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: When are you going to submit that?
Attorney David Highsmith: It’s filed
Secretary Maria Cruz: Who are the three? You, me and
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: And him, he filed it already he is going to let us know
Attorney David Highsmith: Are you the third one?
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: Lydia Tyner!
Secretary Maria Cruz: Oh! So my name is not there?
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: Check on that Dave.
Attorney David Highsmith: Ok.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Let us know okay?
Attorney David Highsmith: Yeah.
Secretary Maria Cruz: Is it 3 or 4?
Attorney David Kighsmith: It’s just 3. I thought Maria was of

but it’s her isn’t it?

Director Michael Borja: I always thought it was Tyner
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Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Well Tyner was down there right? You, me and Tyner.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: No that was for the
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: You, me and Tyner
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: We all got summoned but the lawsuit is what he is talking about.
Attorney David Highsmith: Yeah that is the lawsuit for Judge Barcinas.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Well, check into it and let us know.
Attorney David Highsmith: It should be dismissed, it’s ridiculous, and it says you fought
amongst yourselves
-kefi
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: We now move into Northern Market
Director Michael Borja: If I may direct your attention to the next page of your agenda it is a letter
from the North Gate Marketplace explaining what’s going on just trying to recap after almost a
year of requesting from the Department of Parks and Recs archeology folks, the Preservation
office. They finally got a response what they told him was “we don’t respond to you we respond
to GHURA” because there are Federal funds involved something called section 108. And within
three days they finally put out something that basically says you have to accomplish these three
different things: one is a survey documentation, they pretty much have most of these things, erect
a monument with an interpretative plaque detailing the story of what was once there because
they found that the concrete slab had historic value part of it was placing the monument in a
central location so that it can be seen by the public; they also mention that they had to do these
other test, these things can be done rather quickly. He is preparing a full response to all of this
and will have it turned in, he already has a lot going on and in my discussion with Carlos he says
everything has been going through they have already done RFP, they got building contractors
ready that they have selected so they are ready to go with everything it is just they can’t proceed
until this one thing is signed off and that is the reason why they had these delays it is not like
once we tell him to go he has a lot more to do he has already been doing a lot of the background
stuff to get this going. in the letter he is asking
he mentions he would like to see to allow him
30th
to hold off until September
in fact it is the very last paragraph in the first page “Because of
these delays beyond our control we ask that the Commission consent to the abatement of lease
payments until September 30, 2016” but if is able to receive his permits from Parks and Rec
sooner than that he will be ready to start up but if they are not able to provide him with anything
he will probably ask for additional extension but still he wants to move fast on this project but he
can’t there is this federal funds section 8 that are involved he has to complete all these
requirements it is not one of these waivable things. He also included in this study the issues you
see the full letter from the department of Parks and Recs and he also pointed out all the different
Markers in hindsight he said if he had found them and dug them out it would have cost him a
$500 dollar fine, probably would have been better had he done that but he was trying to do his
due diligence and the right thing he didn’t jeopardize the federal funding that is the issue he is
begging you guys to provide for that additional time.
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Chairperson Anita Orlino: So this is the letter we are waiting for from the last meeting?
Director Michael Borja: Right. Requesting this. After that last meeting I said he needed to
provide this, he jumped on the phone to Linda Aguon and asked what was the hold up, and then
that is when she said “we don’t answer to you we answer to GHURA”. So he called Albert Santos
from GHURA, Albert fired off the request to Parks and Rec, they are pretty much have the stuff
ready to go it’s forthcoming they are waiting for the request.
Chairperson Anita Orlino: It should have been done.
Deputy Director David Camacho: It should be done 7 or 8 days ago.
Chairperson Anita Orlino: Right.
Director Michael Borja: So anyways if you want to do by motion to accept his request for

abatement until September 30thi or sooner should he get the permit from Parks and Rec. He is
moving forward with all the conditions that they have set forth to provide the information
necessary and he says this is not a difficult thing to do so he is already working to get it done.
Secretary Maria Cruz: So what is your recommendation? Should we approve that?

Director Michael Borja: Yes it is beyond his control, he really wants to move forward on the
payments as well, he wants to move on his project this delay is costing him time and money, he
has contractors standing by and it’s costing him the chances are they will withdraw
Chairperson Anita Orlino: Yeah and they cannot proceed.
Director Michael Borja: And you know with his own projects that he developed in the past once
he gets it going he moves full steam so it is not like he is trying to hold anything up this is an
unforeseen thing even we didn’t realize was going to occur.
Chairperson Anita Orlino: Right
Director Michael Borja: It is really crazy to think that this concrete slab was going to have an
historic value and having to put up a monument where a Toyland was, and apparently there are a
lot of these concrete slabs throughout the island some of these places
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: Like in Santa Cruz
Director Michael Borja
effort.

have been plowing them out just to prevent these kinds of

Chairperson Anita Orlino: We have a lot on our property but you know what did with it I dug it
out and threw it on other people’s property there.
Director Michael Borja: You are going on record.
Chairperson Anita Orlino: It’s just a piece of rock we just throw it on the other side.
Deputy Director David Camacho: We already prepared a sign there for Camp Edusa
II
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Chairperson Anita Orlino: Camp Edusa? That’s where exactly the former place of Toyland
Director Michael Borja: Well there were other things there before it became a Toyland, 1954
there was something there before the Toyland, and Toyland came in the sixties.
Chairperson Anita Orlino: That’s the only thing I can remember is the Toyland.
Deputy Director David Camacho: Camp Edusa.
Chairperson Anita Orlino: Camp Edusa. You guys went over the letter already and we should
afford him this abatement to September 2016.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I move to accept the Directors recommendation.
Chairperson Anita Orlino: Is there a second?
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: I second it.
Chairperson Anita Orlino: There is a second. Those who approve say Aye.
Commissioners Ronald Laguana, Antonio Sablan, Maria Cruz: Aye.
Chairperson Anita Orlino: Motion carries. The abatement will be until September 30, 2016 per
his request on the commercial lease of the Northern Market.
IV. New BUsiness’
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: We go down to number four new businesses.
rMatson
Director Michael Borja: In this case I went over this last meeting this is an issue where Matson
not only made a security deposit of $50,000 dollars but a good faith deposit of $50,00 dollars to
show they are going to be a good lease. We kind of forgot about this until attorneys for Matson
presented a request asking that the $50,000 dollars be released back to Matson at the same time
that this request came through we were going through the audit process for Ancestral Lands and
for the reports that we found Matson owed $124,000 dollars. So I called Dong and said look can
you confirm if you already received it and just haven’t reported it and in their finds like he reported
to you last month they confirmed that Matson owed 124,000 dollars. So I also received a letter
from GEDA asking me to sign this letter that says we concur to release the $50,000 dollars after
our discovery I said no! We are not doing this and I wrote them a letter that said bad, bad, bad.
Matson was informed that they owed money as directed by GEDA and then they paid the money.
We received the check payment as well the net value that and it included other payments it came
out to $106,000 dollars and they owed us $124,000 but still I was a bit stunned because we were
always receiving a check with this information at the top which just basically says here is a
payment, here is your amount. And these are our findings and this is what we are telling CPA
there is not any consistency and I brought this up to Jay Rojas the Administrator and then later
with EJ Calvo in a meeting and all we have been asking for is give us a report, here is the gross
amount for that payment, here is what you took out, here is what your net is, how hard is that?
They took $17,000 dollars and still give us crap of information and we are trying to back track.
Our process we are trying to do our accounting we are having a difficult time reconciling because
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let us say it is a $4,000 payment, a regular monthly payment right? That is what some leasee is
suppose to pay us well if it is 14.3% of their take every month it should be the same amount that
they take but what we are finding is some months are different from others and there is no
explanation for that. So those are the kinds of things we are trying to figure out. Can you guys
get your act together correctly if not what we are going to do is invoice them, we are going invoice
GEDA themselves, let us say here is the gross amount here is how much you owe us and give us
that check so that we can reverse and get our accounting straight that is what we need to do.
Back to Matson, they paid this $124,000, they are current on their amount the question that you
need to give me, you need to answer in a motion is do you concur with the release of $50,000
dollars that is being held in trust by Matson if so I can sign the letter that says we authorize the
release from the escrow account.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Wait one second, you said that they owe us $124,000 and they paid
$124,000?
Director Michael Borja: $124
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: We need $21 more dollars
Director Michael Borja: No, no, no. It was for whatever the full amount was.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: The full amount $124,021, $24,820 for five months.
Director Michael Borja: Yeah they paid it all
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: They paid it all. GEDA last time, no penalties?
Director Michael Borja: No they did not charge that.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: They did not charge that at all?
Director Michael Borja: Late fees, no. Well, I don’t know because it doesn’t show on their
payment that they charge that. They could have put in here like participation rent
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: That’s for something else because I just multiplied $24,820 times five
months they owe on different dates $124,021 dollars is that the check showing there?
Director Michael Borja: That is not what it says here but when we back calculated that is the
correct amount they gave us the net.
And so what did GEDA take out in this 124?
Director Michael Borja: It is roughly around $17,000 dollars that is their 14.3% of $124,000.
They always give us a check that is net. What they don’t do and what we have been asking them
to do is show us the gross amount and break it down if they can’t produce in a check stub then
produce it in a spreadsheet and so we have given them that template to do and it still didn’t
accompany
so that was my concern to the administrator and the Chairman. If you want I
will go to a meeting and express this concern but I told them the Chairman that the poor financial
reporting that we are receiving from them the MOU is in jeopardy. Because I think we can do it
ourselves.
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(Inaudible)
Secretary Maria Cruz: Excuse me, in order for us terminate or not to renew we need to provide
what we have been faced with, these issues, and they have not been corrected so therefore we
either terminate or expires and let them know we are not choosing to renew.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: We will indicate the fallacies.
Director Michael Borja: I have already been pointing that out to them and I also, if you want, go
to the Board of Directors and explain this as well but I don’t want to embarrass anyone that is
working there either I want to work with them, we already been making other discussions things
like doing the economic impact statement for the rules and regulations.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Yes where is it?
Director Michael Borja: They haven’t done it finally after this whole thing and through Dave’s
efforts they have made contact and said please send us the information again and we will start
working on it again.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Yes because Senator Ada is waiting for the timeline.
Director Michael Borja: Without this economic impact statement otherwise I cannot forward it to
AG’s office.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: So on that check there is something added to it?
Director Michael Borja: Yeah they added participation rent they even added something from
kwikspace. This always comes as a total of every money they receive.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: But we want to know exactly
Director Michael Borja: Joey Cruz from accounting confirmed that we received the full payment
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: And they took out 19,000 of that the 14.3%
Secretary Maria Cruz: I have a question, in every lease we require a security deposit for
whatever damage, and did we require a deposit on this Matson
Director Michael Borja: Yes we have two deposits, security deposit and this good faith deposit.
Secretary Maria Cruz: I want to make sure we are not releasing
Director Michael Borja: We are only releasing the good faith deposit
Chairwoman Anita Orlino the $50,000?
Director Michael Borja: They are both for $50,000 dollars.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: What’s the security deposit?
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Director Michael Borja: $50,000
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: So what’s the other $50,000?
Director Michael Borja: That is separate
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: So
Director Michael Borja: We are no releasing that.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: After how many years?
Director Michael Borja: Well they did this in 2009.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: 2009 that is when they deposited this?
Director Michael Borja: Uh huh. September2009.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: Plus interest is going back to them right?
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: No
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: This is being held by Title Guarantee?
Director Michael Borja: This is being held by one of the title companies, Security Title.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: Sometimes interest is assessed
(Inaudible)
Director Michael Borja: Oh! Because it’s an escrow account.
(Inaudible)
Director Michael Borja: Well we probably could that is the thing; I don’t think the Commission
had the capability to do all the accounting stuff back then. Back then you didn’t even have an
audit. We have (inaudible) a little bit more in the last year and a half going through all these
exercises we got a lot of these things down, I will even show you the breakdown of the bank
reconciliation and (inaudible- other people talking at the same time)
we can’t even reconcile
like I said in some of these payments the fee that GEDA has been taking is not correct, it is more
than what they should be getting we are assessing all that and we are going to invoice them and
that they owe us more money because that’s incorrect this has been a part of the process as we
install our accounting software. We need to account for these completely and that is why if we do
the reverse where we invoice them in our accounting system will say you owe us $124,000 or
$4,000 dollars we less the discount or their fee we come up with a net and it says the balance is
this and the amount for the fee we subtract out already. In our books once we receive the money
we can reconcile, posted and prepped ledger account and it goes from a receivable to the
expenses from a balance sheet to a
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I am really bothered by GEDA’s reporting to us
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Director Michael Borja: Oh yes! The Commission has been really
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: Tony Ada has really kept on at them telling them so many times.
Director Michael Borja: We have sat down with them that is why we even came up with our own
spreadsheet, just fill in this spreadsheet when a check comes tell us using this spreadsheet and
then we can break it down and why that is difficult to do makes no sense. You know when I
explain this to someone like the Chairman who is a businessman he understands that concept
because that is normal accounting you don’t ever give a person a check that doesn’t give you the
amount that you are supposed to be invoiced
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I would like them to issue a check per payee
Director Michael Borja: That is what it should be tool Or in a sense of efficiency I don’t think
there is a problem to get one check but it should be inclusive, I mean I use to write checks that
had a hundred invoices to that payment and it was page after page with this check stub with all
the invoices showing because that is what accountants do, you take that, it’s okay that’s paid,
that’s paid, that’s paid, that’s paid. So if we create our own invoices for these guys we can
account for it our way not their way they would be forced to accept our way
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: What is it going to take for us to start invoicing them?
Director Michael Borja: We are ready to do it I just gave instruction to Joey Cruz to start
creating invoices it could be set up automatically so that every 1St of the month it spits out an
invoice we send it right to them take it downstairs show it was received and hold them to that.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Explain to me Joey Cruz
Director Michael Borja: Joey Cruz is our
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Is he an accountant?
Director Michael Borja: Joey Cruz is our Administrative Assistant upstairs actually doing all this
it is one of the things written
accounting we are trying to get him promoted up. It is one levels
up in our previous audits to have an accountant I think he already has his masters in finance so
he is well versed and he is the one working hand in hand with Deloitte and Touche preparing all
the financials. This year we actually presented financial reports to the accounting firm rather than
the past where we just gave them a bunch of data so we have eliminate that write from the Public
Auditor for not having our own financial reports so they are quite happy, we are using QuickBooks
and it is a very simple accounting system but it is an accounting system better than not
having
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: QuickBooks.
Director Michael Borja: So that is what we are doing right now.
(Inaudible)
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Director Michael Borja: Yeah so I would like a motion right now for the Commissioners to
approve the release of $50,000 held in good faith performance held by the title company back to
Matson.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I move that
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: I second the motion
Commissioner Antonio SabIan

The release of the good faith performance

Chairwoman Anita Orlino: There is a motion to release the $50,000 of good faith performance
with the letter of intent and security title is holding and it has been seconded
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: Yes by me.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Members who approve say “aye”
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana, Commissioners Antonio Sablan and Maria Cruz: Aye.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Okay motion approved. Any oppose?
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Everyone said “aye”.
Director Michael Borja: One of the things that trouble me in this release letter that the GEDA
Administrator signed it without knowing that they owed money. If I had signed this and you had
caught it you would have shot me in the head, the auditor would have shot me in the head.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: We will continue.
$iMØsappypya
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: The memorandum of understanding between Guam Ancestral Lands
Commission and Department of Public Health and Social Services WIC program in Tiyan
Director Michael Borja: This was the memorandum of agreement between Guam Ancestral
Lands Commission and Department of Public Health and Social Services WIC Tiyan land lease I
will let Kristan talk about it.
Attorney Kristan Finney: The issue is there is a license agreement covering the property and
there is also a MOU and the MOU and the license agreement the terms didn’t match up and that
is why we could not approve it so my recommendation would be to do a MOU. I think we talked
about this is a previous meeting
Secretary Maria Cruz: Because they are federally funded is an MOU sufficient enough to
requisition for funding for leasing?
Attorney Kristan Finney: Is that the reason why you have a separate agreement? If that is the
case is that why you need some other agreement, an MOU would make more sense they need to
have it in the form of a lease?
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Secretary Maria Cruz: I would think that they need it because they present it to get funding
Attorney Kristan Finney: Then the lease and the MOU, the terms have to match, they don’t
match. If the MOU is not sufficient then they need to come back with a revised lease agreement
Deputy Director David Camacho: WIC is the one who asked for the MOU.
Attorney Kristan Finney: They asked for the MOU? It seems like the MOU should cover that.
Deputy Director David Camacho: But then again GEDA was the one who did the MOU not
Ancestral Lands.
Attorney Kristan Finney: But this is the first time I am hearing that they needed something in
addition to the MOU.
Director Michael Borja: I mean we can make the corrections to get approve because it has to be
approved by the Attorney General before it gets sent to the Governor to put his endorsement.
Everybody already concurred with it except for the AG, we have to make the corrections. Land
Management is doing a couple of other MOU’s with other departments because Federal funds
are involved in the payment of services it is just one of those things where federal funds are
involved.
Attorney Kristan Finney: Are you saying they need a license agreement or a lease agreement
in addition to an MOU this is the first I have heard of that.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: In order for us to get paid or GEDA WIC should send an MOU every
month down to DOA to approve the release of the payments, they are the receiver from the
federal, the federal gives them half or is it a matching fund.
Director Michael Borja: It is going through Public Health right?
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Is it matching fund or 100%?
Director Michael Borja: Matching fund
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: So when half of that comes DOA receives it and they pay for the
other half.
Director Michael Borja: That is why WIC is way behind when they get the federal monies they
pay the federal but the local money is what is behind in payments.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Because every month federal is consistent with their payment. They
send it to DOA and it’s their share.
Deputy Director David Camacho: On the WIC it is 100% federal fund it’s not a matching fund.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: It’s not a matching fund?!
Deputy Director David Camacho: And in order for them to release it they need an
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Chairwoman Anita Orlino: MOU!
Deputy Director David Camacho: According to them that is the reason why they need the MOU.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Rather than debate if they need an MOU or a license can we
just contact them and ask what they need?
Attorney Kristan Finney: And that is what I am saying because this is the first time I am hearing
that they need something else.
Secretary Maria Cruz: They may need a license.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: The problem is “the may”
Secretary Maria Cruz: Right, that is why it is good if they check.
Director Michael Borja: I will confirm all those things.
Attorney Kristan Finney: If possible the simplest thing is to have an MOU.
Deputy Director David Camacho: And that’s what happened in order for them to release a
payment there has to be an MOU.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Right, but the MDU is in their hands already.
Director Michael Borja: No it hasn’t been done.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: But previous.
Director Michael Borja: There was in 2010.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: We were going to put a padlock on the door at that time, we changed
our minds but! Remember is that is 100% federally funded the receiver is DOA, DOA has to
release that fund, it is already spoken for.
Director Michael Borja: The MOU was required in 2014 the problem is (inaudible).
(Talking amongst themselves).
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: If we put an REP for that building will they move?
Director Michael Borja: Well I don’t know if we want to do that
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: Yeah but if my tenant is not paying me
Deputy Director David Camacho: Why do you want to let go of thousands of dollars a month?
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: A thousand dollars?
Deputy Director David Camacho: $8,000
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Chairwoman Anita Orlino: But that does not mean they can pay when they feel like but! It is not
their fault again it the payout right?
Deputy Director David Camacho: But we did collect the $200,000 in arrears.
Director Michael Borja: I just want to bring this to your attention, we will go ahead and make the
correction on this.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I will like to find out why are they behind in paying out federal
funds.
Deputy Director David Camacho: It is not behind it is the release of the federal funds from
DOA.
Director Michael Borja: DOA wanted the MOU.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: So Director you will check on the license and MOU?
Director Michael Borja: Yeah, yeah.
Director Michael Borja: I just want to give you an example of what we are going to be doing
here: this is an example of the QuickBooks report bank account and these are the bank accounts
that really don’t move very much as you can see there is interest because that’s all the bank
account says what he should have done but didn’t do, is include the bank statement in the back
of each one of these so you can see $212 dollars in our statement and the $212 in bank account
statement. The ones with big monies the reason we are puffing all these deposits in, the reason
we are having difficulty reconciling because the amounts GEDA is taking for their share doesn’t
match, it is not correct. So we are going to go through each one of them and invoice them for the
past.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: They are consolidated numbers.
Director Michael Borja: I don’t know who is doing the calculations on what calculators.
Sometimes these calculators have a floating decimal where you can set the rounding.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: That makes a difference.
Director Michael Borja: Yes it does, it rounds it to the wrong thing, it under or over calculates.
Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I agree, an accountant should know this.
Director Michael Borja: My point and they are the Economic Development Authority they have
to deal with numbers. Anyway that is what we are going to clean up, it messes up our ability to
get our accounting done. Our goal is to, when our fiscal year close, we should be ready for our
next audit. Every month we want something from GEDA and every month we are not getting
anything from GEDA so we are going to produce what we believes is it, and say GEDA this is it, if
we don’t hear from you then you concur and that’s what we expect.
Secretary Maria Cruz: Will that QuickBooks automatically produce an invoice?
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Director Michael Borja: Yeah. And what you are going to see in the future is the bank
statements that is what he should have had here.
Secretary Maria Cruz: It should also have the HA numbers on the QuickBooks.
Director Michael Borja: For receivables yeah. So that is what is going to happen when we
create the invoices you can only have aging when you create an invoice but when you are
receiving payments you don’t have an invoice you have to manually create that.
Secretary Maria Cruz: Once you get the system going and you are receiving payments it get
credited to that account
Director Michael Borja: The way we work it for receivables is we create an invoice but all we are
doing is receiving money and depositing so we are going the change our process around
Secretary Maria Cruz: How much work has he done?
Director Michael Borja: He just did this last night. When we talked about these issues I said to
produce me a bank repost so he did it last night. It is not that hard and we only have a hand full
of customers to deal with and it is not a difficult process to do that’s why it baffles me GEDA
thinks
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: They should provide us an annual report, a quarterly report.
Director Michael Borja: We are going to try and take a moratorium of hands as I pointed out as
well GEDA got a clean audit report which ticked me off. Our only write up is we are not managing
our receivables so we are going to take charge of our receivables I am pointing out in our
statement that it’s GEDA who manages our receivables and we are being penalized so we are
going to take over doing our receivables and we will assess them and it’s documented and we
are in control and they are certifying that they are receiving noticed.
Secretary Maria Cruz: so in the audit report that’s all that they said was wrong?
Director Michael Borja: Yeah and it is going very well it hasn’t been released because they are
waiting for the legal letter and that should be done anytime now they are wrapping it all up so you
will have an audit report. On the CLTC there is going to be a few write up’s there too I am not too
happy about, I got to live with that. My goal, I thought we were going to have a clean write up a
clean audit this year.
Secretary Maria Cruz: Even if somebody else is in control we still need our system to know that
what they are doing is correct.
Director Michael Borja: We are doing our part.
Secretary Maria Cruz: We would be working our system which double checks their figures.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: This is very good and this is how it should have been its balanced
with the bank statement 77,843 how do you arrive there not necessarily because of deposits but
the interest.
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Director Michael Borja: In fact I am going to change it from deposit to interest
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Yeah that was what I was coming too there was no deposit made
Director Michael Borja: But it has to be that general ledger category of interest because that is
going to have to match
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: It says here interest payments so use that interest payments, no
deposit. Okay that will conclude new business.
V. Ad11——-_
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: Any administrative matters?
Director Michael Borja: the only thing I want to bring up is on the legal side if there is any desire
with the Commissioners present to move forward in trying to settle any of these cases without a
full house here I am not sure if you guys want to tackle it, I don’t know if you have the votes to
agree to proceeding to find some kind of settlement but just wanted to bring that back on the floor
and let you guys make that decision and you can move from there but with the body present you
would have to have a unanimous decision in order to make the motion but if there is not a full
agreement here you cannot just wanted to let you know that if there is a desire to move forward
and the majority wants to do it we can try and proceed in that effort and if not then we are going
to take our licks where they come.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: (not clear)

decision to be made.

Director Michael Borja: I have no other comments.
c
Vii. bireciàr’sRijJ
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: There are no public Comments and Director’s Report, Deputy
anything?
—-

.—a’ient

Commissioner Antonio Sablan: I move to adjourn.
Vice Chair Ronald Laguana: I second the motion
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: All those in favor say “Aye”.
All Commissioners present: “Aye”.
Chairwoman Anita Orlino: All those not in favor say “nay”.
No answer
Meeting adjourned at 4:02pm
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Transcribed by: Karen N. Chartauros:

David Camacho, Deputy Director:
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I MINA ‘TRENTAI TRES NA LIHESL4 TURAN GUAHAN
2015 (FIRST) Regular Session
Bill No.
Introduced by:

AN ACT TO APPROVE RULES AND REGULATIONS OF THE
GUAM ANCESTRAL LANDS COMMISSION PURSUANT TO
SECTION 75107 OF CHAPTER 80, TITLE 21, GUAM CODE
ANNOTATED RELATIVE TO THE LAND BANK PROGRAM
FOR THE EXTINGUISHMENT OF CLAIMS
AWARDING JUST COMPENSATION.

p.

I

BE IT ENACTED BY THE PEOPLE OF GUAM:

2

Section 1.

Section 80104(b) of Chapter 80, Title 21, Guam Code Annotated authorizes

3

the Guam Ancestral Lands Commission to mak rules and regulations relative to the

4

extinguishment of claims and awarding just compensation pursuant to the Administrative

5

Adjudication Law.

6

Section 2. Notwithstanding any.other provision of law, rule, regulation, and Executive

7

Order, the rules and regulations, attached hereto as Appendix “A,” are hereby approved by I

8

Liheslaturan Gziahan.

9

Section 3.

The Rules and Regulations contained in the Appendix and adopted by this

10

Act shall not affect The provisions of the Guam Ancestral Lands Commission, Chapter 80 of Title

Ii

21, Guam Cpde Annotated .:.The invalidity of a provision or application shall not affect other

12

provisions or applications of the Rules and Regulations which can be given effect without the

13

invalid provision or application, and to this end the provisions of the Rules and Regulations are

14

severable.

IS
16
‘7
18
19
20

APPENDIX “A”
“The Land Bank Program”

2
3
4
5

6

Title 21 of the Guam Administrative Rules, Chapter 80, Article 3, Section 80103.30 “Land
Bank Program” of the Guam Ancestral Lands Commission is amended read:

7
8

Section 80103.30 Land Bank Program: Purpose.

9

The Guam Ancestral Land Commission is mandated by Title 21 G

10

mechanism for compensation to Beneficiaries of the Land Bank:

ii

claim to their ancestral land and to develop procedures to eni

12

the Land Bank Program.

to establish a
Fe extinguishment of
implementation of

13

14

Section 80103.30 (a) Definitions.

15

1. Beneficiary means a Claimant who the Commission determines is entitled to

16

just compensation as a dispossessed landowner as those whose lands have been

17

declared excess by the Federal government, and those whose lands have not

18

been declared excess and may or may not likely be declared excess by the

19

United States in the future.

20

2. Land Bank Trust Fund means the Fund established by Title 21 GCA
§80104(e).

21
22

3.

Severability. If any of the provisions on this Act or its application thereof to

23

any person or circumstances is held invalid, the invalidity shall not affect any

24

other provisions or applications of this Act which can be given effect without

25

the invalid provisions or application and to this end the provisions of this Act

26

are severable.

27

28

Section 80103.30 (b) Compensation Methodology.

29

1. Claim Procedure. To determine eligibility as a Beneficiary, a Claimant must

30

file a claim as provided in Title 21 GCA §80104(a) If the Commission
7

APPENDIX “A”
Land Bank Program

Guam Ancestral Lands Commission
As Of: 12/07/15

determines that a Claimant is not eligible as a Beneficiary, the Commission
shall deny the claim.

2
3

2. Payments will be paid to the estate of the ancestral land owner.

4

3. Payments are considered an interim compensation and shall be perpetual until

5

property is returned or for an agreed amount or period. Receipt of payments by

6

an estate does not waive any rights of the estate.

7

4. Compensation payments to estates will be based on the percentage of the

8

ancestral land to the total of all claimed ancestral lands. For example, ifthe size

9

of an estate is 8.6% of the total of all ancestral lands, then 8.6% of the
distribution will be paid to this estate.

12

Section 80103.30 (c) Method of Distribution. The Commission shall conduct an annual

13

review of the Land Bank Trust account to determine its financial feasibility for disbursement of

14

funds to qualified Claimants. This yearly review shall be conducted and completed within sixty

is

(60) days prior to the ending of the fiscal year. The Commission’s determination for the

16

disbursement of funds shall be based oh the following:

17

I.

Amount to be retained in the Trust Fund. During the review, an amount to be

IS

retained shall be established by the Commission based on the Commission’s

19

financial investments for the viability of future disbursement of funds to

20

Claimants.

I

21

2. The amount available for disbursement in the Trust Fund is no less than Two

22

Million Dollars ($2,000,000). That amount does not include the amount to be

23

retained in the Trust Fund as established by the Commission.

24

3. lIthe Commission approves the release of funds, the approval shall include the

25

date for disbursement and the amount available for disbursement of funds.

26

4. Funds will be issued to the estate of qualified Claimants who meet the deadline
established by the Commission in completing all of the following:

27
28

a. Application has been completed and approved by the Commission

29

b. A court appointed administrator of the Estate has executed a form
provided by the Commission for payments of their ancestral land.

30

3
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5. Estates that do not meet the deadline will be included on the next distribution
of funds.

2
3

6. The Commission shall maintain a record of funds paid to each Beneficiary to

4

ensure that the Beneficiary is compensated in accordance with the amount

5

approved by the Commission.

6

7. Land Claims Alone/api’ Award. Monetary compensation will be awarded to the

7

Estate of the original landowner and are subject to administration in same

8

manner as Title 15 GCA for Estates and Probates.

N)

(5
4
APPENDIX “A”
Land Bank Program
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5/23/2016
Mr. David Camacho / Mi. Michael Boija
Executive Director

Guam Ancestral Lands Commission
590 South Marine Corps Drive
ITC Building, Suite 733
Tamuning, Guam 96913

r
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RE: Request to License (1) acre of property from the Guam Ancestral Lands Commission to
operate a heavy metal storage facility at the former Bali Steel portion of Polaris Point, Piti
Hafa Adai Mr. Camacho and Brnja,
Our firm submits this request to obtain a License from the Guam Ancestral Lands Commission
for the use of the former Bali Steel location at Polaris Point with a (1) year license with options
to renew said license annually.
Our firm requests a land area of(l) Acre payable at a rate of $1,000.00 per month.
The staging of these heavy metals at this location will be removed to outbound ships once the
volume of heavy metals are at the poundage required for shipping off island.
We understand that the current Bali Steel location may still have debris from the former tenant
and I am willing to remove and clean the (1) acre I am seeking at my cost with cost of this debris
removal taken off the monthly license fee if the commission is willing to entertain Uris proposal.
Respectfully,

Mr. Bryan Ha
DBA: BH Duty-1
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FINANCIAL MANAGEMENGROUP

ErikWessling
Fc’ts’ Ac4sr

-, -•4;•.ua

145 Aspcnall Avenuc
Hagatra, Guam 969LC-556
Bus (6?fl472 64CC Dwec.(67i)4796411
Cot (67) S2-C727 Fax 67 .) 172O44
c-mail cwesslin@fmgguam corn
wwwfmgguamcorn

INSTITUTIONAL CONSULTING SERVICES
Objective Guidance for Institutional Investors

Government of Guam Department of Land Management
Erik Wessling
Financial Advisor
Asia Pacific Financial Management Group
145 AspinallAvenue
Hagatna, GU 96910
T671.472.6400// F 671.472.1044
ewesslingafmgguam. corn
www.fmgguam.com
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ZAraclk Background & History
FINANCIAl. MANAGEME4GROUP

A leading provider of expert investment advice:
Registered Investment Advisor (RIA) with the

—

Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC)
-

-

-

-

Full service Broker-Dealer firm (BD) regulated
by Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA)

Finra

Heavily regulated

Locally owned and incorporated since 1993.
Largest number of Registered Financial Advisors on Guam.
Pioneered 403(b) retirement plan for Guam Department of
Education, University of Guam, & Guam Community College.
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UNIVERSITY OF GUAM
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RAYMOND JAMES®
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UNIQUE CHALLENGES REQUIRE UNIQUE SUPPORT

Our Mission
At Raymond James, we understand the importance of our clients meeting their
investment stewardship obligations. We take an objective, unbiased approach and
tailor our guidance and services to each client situation.
The team of investment professionals at Raymond James Institutional Consulting
Services works with us to provide for all aspects of investment consulting
from
strategy development and investment research to reporting and periodic reviews.
Our proactive advice includes the creation and implementation of a well-defined
process for making informed investment decisions based on prudent investment
practices. Each investment strategy is developed in consideration of
well- established fiduciary standards and is backed by our philosophy of
conservative management.
—
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PROVEN HISTORY PROVEN EXPERIENCE.
• Member of the Fortune 1000
• Total client assets under administration
over $500 billion*
• 6,300 support associates located in
corporate locations**

STRENGTH AND STABILITY

• Over 2700 locations (US and abroad)

Diluted Earnings Per Share
UNITED
RIN000M
mANES

-%

r
r

• Raymond James has dehvered 112
consecutive quarters of profitability We
credit much of this performance to the firm’s
client-first perspective and adherence to its
founding core values of professional
integrity independence, and a conservative,
long-term approach to investing
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OBJECTIVE ADVICE FOR INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS

Who do we serve?
Nonprofits

Corporations

Pension Plans

Insurance Pools

Family offices

Taft Hartley Plans

Foundations & Endowments

fr Native American Entities

Governments & Municipalities

RAYMOND JAMES
7
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A FULL BREADTH OF SERVICES. SOPHISTICATED
INVESTMENT TOOLS AND STRATEGIES.

[
[

Investment Policy Review and Development Assistance
I’ AssetAllocation Analysis and Guidance
fr Investment Search and Selection Assistance
$ Performance Reporting

Research and Due Diligence
Services and Education for Fiduciaries

r
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THE RAYMOND JAMES ADVANTAGE:
GLOBAL RESOURCES, LOCAL ACCOUNTABILITY.
Erik Wessling
Financial Advisor
Affiliated Professional Resources
INSTINflONAL
CONSULTING SERVICES

INSTITUT1ONAL
RESEARCH

INE5TMEPff MANAGER
OUE DUG Sfl

Robert C Bums.
CFA. AIF

Nicholas Lacy. CFA
Kevin Pate, CAIA

PeerGreor;bercsr, CPA

jennifer Suden.
CFA

7
Consultants

8
Analysts

24
Analysts

14
Analysts

4 CFAs
1 CAlL

5 CFAS
3 CAlM

4 CFAs,
11 CALLS

1

CPA,

3 CIMAs

ALTERNATIVE

INVESTMENTS GROUP

Torn Thornton. CFA

7 AlPs

MERCER CONSULTING

3PftOs
CFAs
1C MOMs

-
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-

-
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OUR INSTITUTIONAL DIFFERENCE
Raymond iames provides a broad array of comprehensive resources and the exclusive
dedication that is required in servicing some of the world’s leading companies, financial
institutions and foundations. Our commitment and dedication are made evident by:

Disciplined approach to investment management
Independent due diligence process and research
Ongoing monitoring and attribution analysis
Access to world-class managers

[
[

Ability to deliver customized performance reporting
I Dedicated, full-time team of professionals

RAYMOND JAMESt
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INVESTMENT PROCESS I PHILOSOPHY
Taking the Institutional Investment Approach
DEFINE OBJECTIVES

-

ASSESS RISK
DOCUMENT PROCESS
CONSTRUCT PORTFOLIO
w

STEPI

STEP2

STEP3

STEP4

Develop forward noking
nsk. return and correlation
assumptions for different
asset classes. Analyze
asset classes to
determine if active,
passive, or both types of
investments would be
appropriate.

Optimize the asset
allocation and build
efficient portfolios from the
selected asset classes,

Search for and hire high
quaity managers that have
consstentIy compensated
investors for the active risk
taken and construct our
clients’ portfolios,

Continuously monitor every
element of the process to
ensure that we are providing
an inslitutional quality
program that works towards
reaching client goals.

V

V

V

V

MERCER
INVESTMENTS

AMS
INSTITUTIONAL
RESEARCH

AMS DUE
DILIGENCE

ALL
GROUPS

MONITOR AND PERIODICALLY REBALANCE
cAPITAL MARKET ASSUMPIIONS
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PORTFOLIO CONSTRUCTION

Active (Satellite) Strategies

Passive (Core) Strategies
1’

b

Passive investments are used in relatively efficient asset
classes where there is not as much opportunity to add
value through security selection.
Represents a lower cost option to active management.

Active investments are used in relatively inefficient asset
classes
Were chosen because we believe that they have greater
opportunities for alpha generation, a measure of riskadjusted performance

Provides more predictable access to asset class exposure.
Asset class returns are a strong driver of portfo:io returns.

Diversified Allocation
Equity Domestic-Sm/Mid & Multi Cap, Intl
Developed & Emerging Markets
—

—

C&e/
Passive

Fixed Income Global, Short Duration. Unconstrained.
High Yield, Inflation-linked. Total Return
—

Real Estate

—

Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs)

as measvrei hi mrs A pcs:.ve &ora Icure rwtates the rnieger “as
Alpha: A ,new of tie d lferenn ter,.er a mraqers acuzl reu,s a- s expected perioma-oe. give’ Is ‘evet of
pore setle.’ thai its bea wo a t- or. A rc-cafre a’ a ,uJcer’;s 1:15 ‘orate, ertnr,ed ‘,a’se ta” expected based on its ‘ret CI rsk, I’IJS Its oss’be tar a masager to ctzafoni Bo
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PORTFOLIO DESIGN
Implementation
Strategy

Asset Class

a

Real Estate (REITS)

•
•
•

Emerging Market Small Cap
Emerging Market Debt
Special Fixed (Floating Rate,
High yield, Convertible)

•
•
•
•

USMidCap
USSmallCap
Fmeign Developed ADR $
Emerging Market ADR s

•
•
•

US Large Cap
International Large Cap
Intennedte Term High
Quality Fixed Income
Emerging Market Large Cap

•

Investment
Vehicle

ETFs

S MAs

Core
Less Efficient

SMAs

CorelPassive
Efficient
SMAs

=

Separately Managed Accounts

EtFs

ETFs
=

Exchange Traded Funds

{
C
C
C
[
C
[

It Is imi1anl tQ mviei he investment oblectives, rk tolviance, lax obiectives and liquidity needs belore choosing an investment style or manager. All investments camy a ceilain degree at n:k
and no one particular investment style or manager is snileble tar all types at investors.
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RAYMOND JAMES
INSTITUTIONAL PORTFOLIOS

Q

tittonal Moderate C onservative Strategy/i
Mo4eI
de; IMOIN B //$3,000,000 model//
Unified Managed Account

2016

.i51S% Eqult914W5% Fixed fracome

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE: Raymond James Institutional Portfolios are constructed using a core/satellite approach through
active and passive investments. The Traditional Moderate Conservative portfolio is nearly equally weighted between equities and
fixed-income securities. This portfolio seeks the highest total return over time consistent with a balance between capital
growth and income, while focusing on managing volatility.

OUR FOUR-STEP PROCESS

ALL c5CATiCIN blunt AK[IOWN (‘Sin

The AMS Research team adheres to a
discipSued. four-step investment process
that is designod to ensure that every
investor receives a’s lnstitutioraat-qoralty
•

US Large Cap

30 00%

•
•

US Smatsc Md cap
Non. u S 0ev Market Equfy

1050%
11 0015

•
•

liv. Grade litorm Mat Fit ho (Agg
liv Grade Stnon Mat Fat. ho (Agg I

32. 00%
6 50%

I

taan-hv Grade Fe ho

1000%

portfolio corefLilly tailored to meet their
individual otectives.
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‘UThen loss than IT yearn of pedsmiarce datais eoaituble care inceptos pedomrnioca mill be shovun.
‘lop Return Mad-ni Phue; Bottom Return. NA/I. See diedosare for dernoiptiort.
Important information related to mutual fund data:
Further Information on the funds seincted for the Freedom portfolios is availabte by prospectus, which can be obtained through your tnandal advisor. Inventors
should carefully consider the ineeetrneiot objectives, risks, charges and expenses of mutual funds and enchanga-traded funds before Investing. The prospectus
contains this and other information about tire fends and should be read carefutty before Investing. Tire performance data depicted represents past performance
and does not guarantee future resalts. The lnrestme’nt return and polncipal value of an lnvestmont will fluctuate so that an investors shares, when redeemed.
may be worth more or tess than their original cost Current performance may be lower or higher than the performance data quoted. Pleaae contact us
at f0T248-f863 eutension 749tt1 for the most recent month-end performance data of the listed funds or strategy.
Sou,rre Callus for EllA and ttomirogstarDimcoiorMalsal Fundsurd Eadrangs Traded Forrds[EIFs]:
Ltutuai fond returns we show., at ret-asset earus ITIAII. hal do not reflect the etfed of Freedom Unified t,taranud Armurst ITJMA) edosory fees which, u.ticn asoessed quaiiedy.
would redum realms at a csmpsurnd rste. The foods rerhrsrmd so pan or the Freedom Ut-tA porttnt:oo are eugene on of she does of this rcprn bat axe suibject 52 clrunge at CIty lime. Tire
furrds neteosnmd may not haoe beco indudod in the model for tire e,rhre ems pedod drown. Tills lnrsnnudon should not he maddered a recammesdation to prrrcluuoe or sell any
particular mu toni fund othdde of a Freedom USIA armerit.
Because EThs traoe the churactenist’cs of both otocku end stoical foods, rt is psoobte to measo’s pedonsance in hoc ways. Because EFFs are boded in the oewndmy mad-nt like
cloths psofosnwrce can be measured in icmro of ttoe emurket prim of the Err. Hsurever, dnm its urrderlyiog value of the Elf it based on the sec,rriboo hold or ike rurd, ii.e a mutual
fund, it arts can be measured in norms of toe Net Asset Value. Both of these are si,ovu, andre, with foe iotni retumo based on the doong toad-st price on ftre Elf listed first and NA/I
perfoscance simon below. We believe tlrat merist pdce erfomranm in sore represeritahoe of our diermts eoperiences dat 13 the fact that all frescachoss casdrrcted for Freedom ETF
are does ion the necandeiymutei.
An Elf e a type of lrrvosiunent Comparry crusoe Ineeshnent objechve is to achieve a return drtorent retuiro br cry puroicudar investor.
dmrrtan to ihat of a patrcrrlui isarlwt irrdee. Ar ETI wit iooeot is either nil of its secedties or SMAS arid lurrdo referenced as pad of itt rrvedore UMA poritoiros are curerst as of tire
a roprsserrtrtioe sample of the nocurrtes rnduded ins the rates itrey trek ETFu may
date of tins reason but are oobjest to ciruirge ci any cone Sf.tAe und fords arierenced may
troughi or sold througtrost the day ion the ceorrdary crud-ri, bat 05 geseety not rot bane bees included is ito porstoiro ton the erhre time pndodciioarr,
inoecioru
urdenlyirg
busied
redeernoahie by retail
for the
of tetusfec Urea math. Clinirto
lif.niy io trod a Freedom ElF strategy trod appropriate are those willirrg to accept moPed- Was lovesimsni Mvrragvrserrt (LdFS7 it a Boston-based rvveuhoiurtt manager ard is an
ike r stat so, looses rrnirugemest fees and operating eoperrses. with late poteohul for the efitiate of Carrodoluosed Sun Life Finaedui. For Raymond Janet Corrsdtng Serdues
rsdrrdduul EWe to ooprerfomi the indices they track. tdrrturui iurnds Ste tyicatty achnely CRJCSI EllA and Frerdorn USiA exorrots, they invest primadly in U S. iargetos arid
managed, and at a reset, tire urrdorlyir rnnnnyorrost roes and operating eaptnses mrd-cap stools orrd foreign corspsnieotlrroorgh Arsercan Depodtsryneseipts (ADR5f.
assessed by the fund comperries are go.rusolly higher bran thoce for Errs (1% to 5% for tanager wnrlrosrte incepton dates: Reseach lrreernabonai 4101/Ct. Select Large-cap
ccrrtrrd fords our sos 20% iv 30% for Errol. Potonssi irreustors sirould rmdotdosrtd viral ihe Value 4/01/ti. The bros benchorok for ietsmah’oral is ihe MEC1 BArE and at Large
aerreat adsiosty One cirmgrd 5 the Fi-nedom Elf progern is in addition to tire marragonmerrt Value is the Rursett ltttVeiae,
tern, operarnrrg eoprrrns, arrd ofrer euperseu esssdusod oath aIr irnesthierit in ETFs.
RJCS wr.rposno incepdon ror lire lirtewabonal auirtu is 10lt1108 and Large Vaire
lrrdiddoul Srpuiosn Morrogod Aecoeni (EISA) peifomsarnce it sinoors oil a greun basis. arnd 4:Oiiio, prior to these fates, porfermarrco is bamd on the historical composite prodded to
is bused epcn a crceooer3houd ccnrpooin of all frrlty dicorecoiruny, wrap-fee aarnts RIGS by MFS. Manages supplied prnfoosarce. while believed to be reliable, has moe hoes
managed by ihe monger in the Ruyrnmnd Jonet Corrrnlbsg Ser/Imu { RiCE’) amgrnnr independently rented ard therceam Os accuracy canrrst be guaranteed Etcsnoe liii Fl 4,
and azurrers rarrve:teionn at all diddends, capital gains ard inmrn.Diddyndo ate root Seiesn Large-cop Value and Resemch international aoroentt were mneested to model
guveuntued and a carrparyo future abilrty no pay dioddersds nsey ho irineed. Whole rue delivery and are managed by Raymond Jams oIl a discretooary hosts. POor to i1r17114,
hetieom this pertatinance rs mlecuni. it duisritd be noted that doffemrrrnt in bgdirg mrd ccnmpociit performance Is based on f,fFS s drrantorrury management of acmonts.
adrninrsnabsrr may cause pefonoance oi Fmodsnr Ur.1A rsanngsng to dater from the •Jocrrison Aocsdatrs. LLC (Lalitsoorr is a New Yolk-based meeshnienit sreoogsr end is a
perfonoarive of the sante ernrngom held oaesde of floe UIAA program. When acsecsed subsidiary of Prudential FinerdaL Inc. For [RJCS SMA and rrredosr USiA acm-un/s lire
quwluiry, foes wilt reduct uctual returns an a compouirdod nate. Ropsrfed conopota tom invests pdrnai/y in US-basedequihon of all mod-el-caps.
porformsuirue eras riot drrpticsted by every iirdiddrrai accaurnn in lie conrpoara, resolting in a
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Asset Allocation Recommendation
RJIP Traditional Mod Cone

• Equity

51 5%

• Large Cap
• Sm&LVid Cap
U International Developed Markets

I

Fixed

IMPLEMEN TATION

INVESTMENT STYLES

ASSET CLASSES

48 5%

• Core Fixed Income
S

Short Fixed Income
• High Yield Fixed Income

30%
105%
11%

32%
65%
10%

• MFS Large Value
S Jennison Large Growth
U Vanguard S&P 500 ETE WOO)
• GW&KSMID
U Lazard International
U Shares MSCI Gore EAFE ETF (IEFA)

I
I
U

Shares Gore Agg Bond ETF (AGG)
iShares Intermediate Credit Bond (GIL))
SPOR Barclays Fl. Rate ETF (FLRN)
• SPOR Barclays High Yield ETF (JNK)
• SPOR Barclays Short HA’ ETF (SJNX)

10%
10%
10%
105%
7%
3%
28%
4%
6 5%
5%
5%

Diversification does not protect against a loss or ensure a profit
All investments are subject to risk. There is no assurance that any investment strategy will be successful.
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Growth Analysis
Manager Performance
Time Period: 1/1/2006 to 3/31/2016
Currency US Dotar
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Performance
rinse Per ed: 1/1/2008 to 3/31/2016
EXCeSS

Return

Std Dcv

RJIP Traditional Mod Con’

5.75

10.13

0.98

40 5% SBP 500

4.77

9 22

0.00

11% MSCI EAFE : 48.5 % BC Agg

RaID

066

R2

Tiar

96.55

1 49

100.00

0 00

This page illustrates the hypothetical returns of the proposed allocation relative to a similarly allocated benchmark. Blended performance utilizes Exchange Traded Fund

(ET9 andfor Index performance substituted as a representative proxy for the strategies orinvestments which eithercannot be represented in this proposal due to
constraints orwhich lack an applicable track record. Because this performance Is not reflective of manager performance there are inherent limitations and blended results
could be materially differentforthe periods shown had the strategy or investment been in existence. All associated returns and statistics are not reflective of any historical
recommendation, Investment productor intended to representthe experience of any individual or group of clients. Returns and statistics are presented to demonstrate the
mathematical principles of diversification and dispersion versus a benchmark. Please see page 9 for additIonal informatIon.

F

Indices a’e not av&labe for d.,e invesoment My linveslor whs allempis lo mimic the pcdorrrance of an index would intjr teas aid expenses which would reouce relurns. The returns do not
reflect the impact of the fees and expenses assocaled wilh the invsstmenl(s). Ihe deduction of which would decease results
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Calendar Year Returns
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Calendar Year Return
As or Date: 3/31/2016
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40.S% S8P 500: 11% MSCI EAFE :48.5% BC Agg

RJIP Traditional Mod Cone

Calendar Year Returns
As or Date: 3/31/2016
VIP

Traditional Mod Cone

40.5% S&P 500

11% MSCI EAFE

48.5% BC Agg

nD

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

2008

1.43

0.54

5.71

16.21

11.85

3.76

12 69

20,26

-19.51

1.69

0.72

7,54

13.32

10.12

3.18

10.36

16.83

-19.69

‘This page illustrates the hypothetical returns of the proposed allocation relative to a similarly allocated benchmark. Blended performance utilizes Exchange Traded Fund
(ETF) and/or Index performance substituted as a representative proxy forthe strategies or investments which either cannot be represented in this proposal due to
constraints or which lack an applicable track record. Because this performance is not reflective of manager performance there are Inherent limitations and blended results
could be materially differentforthe periods shown had the stratogy or investment been in existence. All associated returns and statistics are not reflective of any historical
recommendation Investment productor Intended to represent the experience of any individual or group of clients. Returns and statistics are presented to demonstrate the
mathematical principles of diversification and dispersion versus a benchmark. Please see page 9 for additional information.
Indices are nol available for dired investmenl. Any inveslorwho altempis ID mimic the performance of an index would incur fees and expenses which would reduce returns. The returns do not
reflect he impact of the fees and expenses associated with the investment(s), the deduction of which would decrease results
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Annualized Returns

Trailing Annualized Returns
As of Date: 3/31/2016
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1 Year
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RIP TraditIonal Mod Con
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Trailing Annualized Returns
As of Date: 3/31/2016

RJIP Traditional Mod Con°
40.5% ISP 500 : 11% MId EAFE

48.5% BC Agg

1 Year

3 Years

5 Years

7 years

-0.44

6.08

7.07

11.15

0.70

6.05

6.63

9.96

*This page Illustrates the hypothetical returns of the proposed allocation relative to a similarly allocated benchmark. Blended performance utilizes Exchango Traded Fund
(ETh) andlor index performance substituted as a representative proxy forthe strategies or Investments which eithercannot be represented in this proposal due to
constraints or which lack an applicable track record. Because this performance Is not reflective of manager performance there are inherent limitations and blended results
could be materially differentfor the periods shown had the strategy or Investment been in existence. All associated returns and statistics are not reflective of any historical
recommendation, investment product or Intended to representtho experience of any individual or group of clients. Returns and statistics are presented to demonstrate the
mathematical principles of diversification and dispersion versus a benchmark. Please see page 9 for additional information.
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indices are nol available for direct invesimeni. Any investor mho attempts to mimic the performance of an index would incur fees and expenses which mould reduce relurns, The relurns do noi
reflect he tinpaci of he lees and expenses associaled with the invosimenlis), the deduciion of which would decrease results.
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RAYMOND JAMES
I STITUTIONAL PORTFOLIOS
Traditional Moderate Strategy/I
el Lode: IMNB //$3,000,000 model//
t
iMt.tJJnIfled Managed Account
67% Equity!

2016

33% Fixed Income

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE: Raymond James Institutional Portfolios are constructed using a core/satellite approach through
active and passive investments. Suited for clients whose pdmary objective is moderate capital appreciation with consideration given
to the moderation of portfolio volatility, this portfolio includes investments in equilies and fixed income.
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The At/S Research learn adheres to a
dissipurned four step investment process
that is designed to ensure thatevery
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portfolio carefully tailored to meet their
individual objectives.
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diverottirabort does trot ensure a petit or proovo against a toss Indroes we rtvt arailable for erect rrrsvcrrncr.t. Any irruesror who aootnpfo to minric the pertormartse of an ivdea would
vet and copenoes wtnidr would reduce retumo Cvprtol Mat let Assumptions we tcnvasd toekivg dota and subject to chs:rgv at arty time ovd titare io no assurance that pmjectons
a/It be realised. variations to cmitnd nrad,et asoanrptons we eapeded and spadtc crete or irdvssies are rote euscepebte due no tti:rr insrvascd vrrlrterobility to soy onrgie ecorronric,

politcat or regutatsey dausloprtst. The choirs mid tables presented tredon are tar ittusoabue purposes only and should not be considered as tire rote beds ton your inrresenent dec:sion, In
5roar
irnpndant to rn/sw the inumaffinerat ebjeedows, risk toteratrss. tan objecdues and liquidity roads before choosing an invebertsntt styte or manager Coerpobta retsimo are shouning on a
gem and ten bans. Ptesoe see impsnatrt diocloosares related to csrnpobte pottovoance, /cid. risks, and irdet danaiptaoann beginning or page 2.
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Asset Allocation Recommendation
RJIP Traditional Moderate

67%

• Equity

IMPLEMENTATION

INVESTMENT STYLES

ASSET CLASSES

B

Large Cap
• SrnalUP1id Cap
International Deve;oped Markets

o

3676
13%
16%

B
B
B
I]
0
0

33%

• Fixed

• core Fixed Income
• Short Fixed Income
• High Yield Fixed Income

25%
4%
4%

MFS Large Cap Value
Jennison Large Cap Growth
Vanguard S&P 500 ETF WOO)
Clarkston SMID
GWKSMID
Lazard International
Shares MSCI Core EAFE (IEFA)

•
•

Shares Core Aggregate Bond ETF (AGG)
Shares Intermediate Credit Bond (CIU)
D SPDR Barclays Floating Rate ETF (FLRN)
• SPDR Barclays High Yield ETF (JNK)

12%
12%
12%
6 5%
65%
12%
6%
22%
3%
4%
4%

Olversirication does not protect againsta loss or ensure a profit
All investments are subject to risk. There is no assurance that any investment strategy will be successful.
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Growth Analysis
Manager Performance
Tune Period: 1/ 1/200t to 3/3112016
Currency: US Dollar
itO 0

140 0

‘la-a
1203
irs a

icc 0
01_U

81.0
73-0

2328

2013

2013

2012

RJ1P Traditional Moderate

49% S&P 500

18% MSCJ

SAFE

2315 2216

33% BC Agg

C
C
C
C
C
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Performance
Trnae Period: 1/1/2005 to 3/31/2016
inrorinanon

E

Return

SW 0ev

RiiP Traditional Mode’ate’

5.94

12 39

1 62

49% SAP SOD

4.32

12.19

0-00

-

10% MSCI EAFE : 33% BC Agg

R2
0

45

Tracking

99.10

1.11

100.00

0.00

•This page illustrates the hypothetical returns of the proposed allocation relative to a similarly ailocated benchmark. Blended performance utilizes Exchange Traded Fund
(Em) and!or Index performance substituted as a representative proxy for the strategies orinvestments which either cannot be represented in this proposal due to
constraints or which lack an applicable track record. Because this performance is not reflective of manager performance there are inherent limitations and blended results
could be materially differentfor the periods shown had the strategy or Investment been in existence. All associated returns and statistics are not reflective of any historical
recommendation1 Investment productor intended to represent the experience of any individual or group of clients. Returns and statistics are presented to demonstrate the
mathematical princIples of diversification and dispersion versus a benchmark. Please see pageS for additional information.
lr.&ces are not available for direct invesimenL Any ,vesfor who afremors to mint the pcdxmctrice of an index would nor foes and expenses wh:di would recuce reigns The returns do not
reflect the Impact of the fees and expenses associated with he nveslrnentts}. Lie deduclon &whió would decease resuts.
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RAYMOND JAMES

Calendar Year Returns
Calendar Year Return
As of

Date: 3)31/2016

25.0

20.0
15.0
10.0

72

6.6

5.0

1.4

5.5

0.0

2.7
0.5

10

-5.0

-10.0
150
-20 0
C
0
C

=

2015

2052

2013

2014

49% S&P 500

RJIP Traditional Moderate

2009

2010

2011

18% F-ISO EAFE

2006

33% DC Aqg

Calendar Year Returns
As of Date 3/31/2016
R,HP Traditional f-Ioderatr
49% S&P 500 : 16% MSCI EAFE

33% BC A99

YTD

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

2910

2009

2008

1.09

1-38

6 55

20.44

13.60

2.73

12.95

22,97

-24.50

1.06

0.49

7.18

17.88

11.81

1,01

10 92

20.12

-26.56

This page Illustrates the hypothetical returns of the proposed allocation relative to a similarly allocated benchmark. Blended performance utilizes Exchange Traded Fund
tETF) and/or Index performance substituted as a representative proxy forthe strategies or Investments which eithercannot bo represented in this proposal due to
constraints or which lack an applicable track record. Because this performance Is not reflective of manager performance there am Inherent limitations and blended results
could be materially ddferentforthe periods shown had the strategy or Investment been in existence. All associated returns and statistics are not reflective of any historical
recommendation, investment product or Intended to representthe experience or any individual or group of clients. Returns and statistics are presented to demonstrate the
mathematical principles or diversification and dispersion versus a benchmark. Please see page 9 for additional Information.
—

Indices are not avaLlabie for direct investment Any investorwho atlempis to mimic the pedoimance of an index wouLd incur fees and
reflect tie impaci ot the fees and etpenses assodatedwiih the investment(s), the deduction ofwhich would decrease results.

expenses which would reduce returns The returns do not
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Annualized Returns

Trailing Annualized Returns
As ci Data: 3/31/2016
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a49% S&P 500

RJIP Traditional Moderate’

38% NBC! EAFE

C

33% BC Agg

Trailing Annualized Returns
As of Date: 3/31/2016
RJIP Traditionat Moderate5
49% S&P 500 : 18°/s rISC! CAFE

33% BC Agg

1 Year

3 Years

5 Years

7 Years

0.22

741

807

12.47

O.26

6.61

6.06

diG

Th1s page Illustrates ‘ha hypothevical returns or the proposed allocation relative to a similarly allocated benchmark. Blended performance utilizes Exchange Traded Fund (ETFI and:or tndet
performance substituted as a representative proxy for the strategies or inveatnents which either cannot be raprosrntcd In this proposal duo to corretrainis or which lack an applicable track
record. Because tials performance is not reflective of financIer performance there are inherent limitations and bien ded resu its could be materially ditrerrnt for tim periods shown had the strategy
or investment been In existence. All associate dreturns and statistics are not reflective or any historical recommendation, investment product or intended t oreprese nt she experience of any
individual or group or clients. Returns and staustica are presented 10 demonstrate lhc mathematical principles or diversification and dispersion versut a benchmark. Please see page 9 For
additional Information.
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RAYMOND JAMES INSTITUTIONAL PORTFOLIOS
TRADITIONAL MODERATE CONSERVATIVE OVERVIEW

(

Quarterly Update II First Quarter 2016

Objective commentary

,‘

%

%
%

4%

The Raymond James Institutional Consulting Traditional Moderate
Conservative (MOINB) portfolio returned 1.08% on a net basis during the
first quarter of 201 5. The equity markets came surging back to finish the
quarter in or near positive territory. Concerns over factors including slowing
global growth, slowing Chinese economy, commodity prices. Fed policy and
others coniffibuted to the inauspicious start to 2015. The first quarter was a
classic security picker’s market— there was value to be found but it took a
keen eye to separate opportunities from pitfalls.

[
[

US. large cap equity and investment grade bonds were the two major contributors to portfolio’s
performance during the quarter. U.S. large caps held up better than other equities during the declir.e that
lasted through mid-February. Follov.ning the difficult start to the year the S&P 500 index ended positive for
the quarter and outperformed other areas of the market such as domestic smat caps and international
stocks. The portfolio is overweight U.S. large cap equity at this time because of its relative attractiveness
compared to small and mid-cap equity from valuation and risk perspectives. While most equity markets
struggled earty in the first quarter of 2016, most fixed income categories benefitted investors. The Barclays
U.S. Aggregate Bond index posted a 3.03% return with investment grade corporate bonds enjoying the
largest gain while longer maturity bonds outperformed shorter maturity bonds. Potential interest rate hikes
did little to dampen fixed income performance as the Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index rallied during
the equity market decline in the first half of the quarter. The portfolio is underweight investment grade
bonds based on the Asset Management Services Investment Committee’s (AMS IC) preference for asset
classes with lower interest rate sensitivity such as equity.
Small to mid-cap domestic equity and international developed large cap equity allocations detracted from
performance during the first quarter. Mid-cap stocks recovered most or their losses from the first half of the
quarter and produced a 224% retum for the quarter. Small cap equity finished negative for the quarter.
which was a drag on performance for the small to mid-cap asset class, Small cap stocks were relatively
expensive at the beginning of the quarter so the overall asset class pullback was not particutarly surprising
—especiatty as small caps are now more in line with theIr long-term P/E average. The portfolio is slightly
underweight small and mid-cap equities as their valuations and risk metrics are relatively unattractive
compared to U S. large cap and international developed large cap equity. Global monetary divergence
continued as the Fed raised its short-term rate in 2015 while other major central banks cut their rates to
boost economic growth. Contrary to the desired effect, lowering interest rates internationally has failed to
translate into higher equity returns. Investors viewed these cuts negatively, which turned them to less
volatile assets such as fixed income. The portfolio is overweight international developed large cap equity
as valuations are more favorable compared to domestic equity. Additionally, expectations for lower interest
rates globally should provide a tailwind in this space over time.
PIca:e iequest a copy of lhe Modol Summary from your Financial Advisorfor additional inlonnation,
Pact peformance is ‘rot a guarantee of future results, All ,nvastinents are us ject In risk. There is no assuronse that any investment strategy
will be scrccessful. Indices and peer groirps are not available for direct investment. Any investor wto attempts to m’s’s tie Irodoirnaisce Dl an
,ndee or poor groLip would incur taco end oopo,rceo which would mduce returns. Discussion of sector undesroights and over*mighrs refers to
the ponloliosanosat,on in elation to the AMS tO’s tnstitutional Porfotioallooation potty. See page 3 for twitter intornratisn.
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Pon!olio Po:i]ioriirng retlects the AS Ici genera] opinions regarding hew evposrrre to vanous mattel sectors may help or hinder achieving
the pciifcli&s long txrm objective. The aeset atiocafioti and views expressed lrereüt are particular to this RJIP discipline and are no? rcfecsve
of the asset allocation policy icr other models rhe poircy and sector allocations are subject to change without notice
The foregoing content reflects the opinrons of Raymorrd James Asset ivlvnagvroenr SeMces and is nubject to change at any tee w:mouI
notice CattIest previdod herein is for intonational purposes only There is no grrarantee that these statements cpinio:ro or forecasts previded
herein wilt prove to be correct. AtI investing involves dsk. Asset atlocafion and divexsiticstion does lot ensure a prutit or prefect agautst a loss

Further information on the funds selected for the institutional Portfolios Is available by prospectus which can be
obtained through your financial advisor. investors should carefully consider the Investment objectives, risks, charges
and expenses of mutual funds and exchange•ttaded funds before investing. All investments am subject to risk. The
prospectus contains this and otherinfomnatlon about the funds and should be read carefully before investing.
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RAYMOND JAMES INSTITUTIONAL PORTFOLIOS
TRADITIONAL MODERATE OVERVIEW
Quarterly Update I! First Quarter 2016
Objective Commentary
The Raymond James Institutional Consulting Traditional Moderate (IMNB)
portfolio returned 0.67% on a net basis during the first quarter of 2016. The
equity markets came surging back to finish the quarter in or near positive
territory. Concerns over factors including slowing global growth, slowing
Chinese economy, commodity prices. Fed policy and others contributed to
the inauspicious start to 2016. The first quarter was a classic security
pickers market—there was value to be found but it took a keen eye to
separate opportunities from pitfaus.
U S. large cap equity and investment grade bonds were the two major contributors to portfolios
performance during Ihe quarter. US. large caps held up better than other equities during the decline that
tasted through mid-February. Following the difficult start to the year the S&P 500 index ended positive for
Ihe quarter and outperformed other areas of the rnarkel such as domestic small caps and international
stocks. The portfolio is slightly overweight U.S large cap equity at this time because of Is relative
attractiveness compared to small and mid-cap equity from valuation and risk perspectives. While most
equity markets struggled earty in the first quarter of 2016. most fixed income categories benefitted
investors. The Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond index posted a 3.03% return with investment grade
corporate bonds enjoying the largest gain while longer maturity bonds outperformed shorter maturity
bonds. Potential interest rate hikes did little to dampen fixed income performance as the Barclays U.S.
Aggregate Bond tndex rallied during the equity market decline in the first half of the quarter. The portfolio is
slightly underweight this asset ctass because investment grade bonds tend to be more rate sensitive
compared to other types of fixed income. However, historically investment grade bonds have been
successfully used in assisting the downside risk of equity investments.
Allocations to international developed large cap equity and to nontraditional bonds detracted from
performance during the first quarter. Non-Traditional bonds have somewhat struggled this quarter. Most
nontraditional bond funds were created with the purpose of protecting investors from rising yields, and
generating positive returns. White their interest rate sensitivity is typically lower than that of traditional
fixed income managers (lower or negative duration), their credit exposure could be at times higher.
During the first quarter, those funds had a difficuft time navigating the environment of falling bond yields
and the Morningstar peer group, US OE Nontraditional Bond, underperformed other fixed income
categories by finishing the quarter almost flat with a 0.02% return. The portfolio is overweight
nontraditional bonds based on the low interest rate environment and the likely path of U.S. rates rising
slowly in the near future. Global monetary divergence continued as the Fed raised its short-term rate in
2015 while other major central banks cut their rates to boost economic growth. Contrary to the desired
effect, lowering interest rates internationally has failed to translate into higher equity returns, tnvestors
viewed these cuts negatively, which turned them to less volatile assets suci, as fixed income- The
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fiduciary responsibility
process

$

ummary

The role of the fidiciosy Is soy lmpormnt (a the piorecem arid maintenance q plan asea, whether foe pdvotn thus ta foundations,
endowments, qualified retirement press, orpensirn occounts. TheFoundollon foe Pstkiciary Studies liar essobiishedo nero! practices
that def me opnidnnt process (a’ itwes Unsent fithelades. The (a/bring outline adhere, in those proc dccc, and is Inst enrdrd on summonj
of the tocs to be ranrsiderecdbj plan fidiiclodes.
aOrganize
Cotlect and review WI documents relatec to manag ig plan investments
• Invet resent P olicy Statement, trust documents. cut tad al agret-nierts
• A DV for 5 eparate at count in anegers. prospectus for m,utu al Funds and perfoi macce reports

o
0

•

A reensents with any service providers

Identify all involved parties including plan fiduciaries, and acquire ack nowledgenent of resporns ibil ties
identify and document the proc eduires till: tea For maca ging pia a ass em

Formalize

o
o

Identify the plans appropriate risk level and tIme horizon
D eta, mine the return expectation for the specified i,ivest’nent strategy of the pta ii
0 or urssesst tlse analysis of asset classes and agree upon appropriate levels based on na k, rets,i n. and time
horiz on expectations
Pr epa’ in an Inve stment Policy Sr a teintrsl or analy, e a curl ent one
• Define duties of all pasties concerned
• Set guidelines for diversification and rehelausclusg of plan assets
• Determine c risers for manager a xlertcon and on-going rsonitoiing
• Ensure PS is clearand precise, in caseatlind :artyis reqsc;:od to takeoverassetsupersision
0)

Im p I e m C n t
S

o
o
o

Us.li: e prudent esper:s, as nec ess ary, for ins estun tan decisions
Demons erare and d,ca,n,ert that the pr.cdc is esperr is elect sd throug 1s apr e-deterns:n ed proc edure
Desetop protean for evans ins tion aird evaluation of inves tnrents tfsat conform to Use I PS and account

S
monitor

o
o

An alyte performance reports and compare against benchmarks, oilier managers, and I PS goals
Maintain proper documentation of procedures/or periodic reviews of plan policies and all transactions

Thcs euci’nt is icrwsded to tea gsiielise is fslors siLos ealLra!Luig Pduciary Respotlisllr issues ruts ve iirsesl nnvgrinsecfl pesfesriacci
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The InsLitutional Consulting Services (ICS) team understands the importance ufour clients meeting their
stewardship obligations, and can help with the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

investment P cilicy Review and Development
Asset A tot ation An alysis and riidanc
Investment Se arc Is and St lectioii Assistant
Performance Reporting
Rca earth and Due Diligent
Services and Educ ation for Fitluciaries
L

,:5l5

t

‘ifl’

‘rtm:r’i sera ,r-n,o/!a,st ‘if
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resources
The (olloiving resources ran be utilized to beip better undeistond the stint’ds of conduct expected of Investment
fnonogement pcfesslanais and fictciraies involved in die protec tion c[ptcn assets.
(3W- n he Fr dei:t P rac:ices for love stifler t F i&ciarie a ii andboak series hig hi ig In prac tic as for i,icestmtnt
St roads, investm ent Ad cit a’s, and Iiivestment Managers to obtain a copy of one or moi e of lb a handbooks and/or
to, additional information, please contact
Abele a lice Past
10 En erson I a ne, Suite 8013
ridgevilla, PA 15017

I at al phane: (412) 221-0292
Faa (4121 221-8954
toll-free phone: (866)’390-5080
www.fl360com

u-s

U.S • d epa rtment of I abon t h,oiigh the Eni ployea b truths Sac siray Ad ma is tration I E 5 S Al the
0 epa rtsnent
of I abor enforces rules governing (duc aries’ r espons .bsiitits. tor nest infornatirn, call E b S A’s tol-fi at enlpoyee
and eniptoyer tiotline number at 1-866444 3272 or visit httn://swnvdot spv/ebsa).
-

Raymond James Ft nancial B etirement plan s ervices: t Ire Rosisoinsent Plan Services (RPS) nopariment
services all custodial Raymond 2 ames accounts irci uding traditions. Roth, SE P, and Si M Pt E I BAt. Ri prntotyoe
qualified piais accounts including P tt Sh song, Moser P cict, as e and 401 )t) acconnis
-

S8otaiillon Paikway
St. P tiers burg, Fl 33716
727- 56 7’ 2365
Email: RPSøRpvrnopdJames,com
This *xtnoltis pra,idedfer lrifonna1on pepomssiy hit rot irted II pio,ide ttgal awdaan. Raew this isa dntrntha r,r-un&lta trrnnotdtraihn
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Erik Wessling-Financial Advisor
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GUAM ANCESTRAL LANDS COkIAfiSSION
Eddie Baza Calvo
Governor

Ray Tenorio
Lieutenant Governor

Michael .1.11. Borja
Director

David V. Camacho
Deputy Director

COMMISSION MEETING I HEARING ATTENDANCE SHEET
DATE:

TIME:

June 22, 2016

PLACE:

2:00pm

Check one:
Work Session
Executive Session
_x_ Regular Meeting
Special Meeting
Title Hearing
Rehearing
Deliberations
Final Determinations
Deed Signing
Other (Public Hearing)
—

DLM Conference Room

PUBLIC SIGN IN SHEET: (OPTIONAL)
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ITC Building, Dept. of Land Management Office, 3rd floor. West Wing I P.O. Box 2950, Hagãtna. Guahan 96932
Tel: (67!) 649-5263 ext. 432/435 I Fax: (67!) 649-5383
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GUAII ANCESTRALLANDS COfflISSION
Eddie Baza Calvo

Ray Tenorio

Governor

Lieutenant Governor

Michael J.B. Borja
Director

David V. Camacho
Deputy Director

DEED SIGNING/TITLE HEARINGIMEETING ATTENDANCE SHEET
DATE:

Check one:
Work Session
Executive Session
x Regular Meeting
Special Meeting
Title Hearing
Rehearing
Deliberations
Final Determinations
Deed Signing
Other (Public Hearing)

June22,2016

—

PLACE:

DLM Conference Room

—

CONVENED:

RECESSED:

/

—

ADJOURNED:
NAME:

SIGNATURE:

TITLE:

BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS:

Present

Absent
Yes

I.

Anita F. Orlino

Chainvotnan

2.

Ronald T. Laguana

Vice Chair

3.

Maria G. Cruz

Secretarvifreasurer

4.

Ronald F. Eclavea

Commissioner

5.

Anthony J.P. Ada

Commissioner

6.

Antonio A. Sablan

Commissioner

7.

Louisa M. Wessling

Commissioner

No

Quorum

STAFF and GUESTS:

Confirmed ly.

rU

if Board Member on
GovGuam work time:

rU

Michael J.B. Borja

Director

2.

David V. Camacho

Deputy Director

3.

Margarita Borja

Land Administrator

4.

Matthew Leon Guerrern

Land Agent Supervisor

5.

Jhoana Marie Casem

Land Agent I

6.

Karen N. Charfauros

Land Agent I

7.

Kristen Finney

OAG Legal Council

8.

Joe Borja

Senator Tom Ada

/
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Number of
Board Members
certified ror stipend
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Confirmed by:
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